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ABSTRACT 
The dissertation will be divided into two parts. The first part 
will, in essence, be a study of weak compactness in a variety of 
families of normed spaces. Included in this study will be general 
characterizations of weak compactness in spaces of vector measures 
and tensor products that contain all known results of this nature as 
special cases (in particular, we do not need to restrict attention to 
only those range spaces with strong geometric properties such as, for 
example, the Radon-Nikodym property). The methods of Nonstandard 
Analysis constitute a fundamental tool in these investigations. 
The second part of the dissertation will contain a discussion and 
a study of Model theoretic aspects of categories of normed spaces. 
We will introduce multi-sorted formal languages that enable us to view 
various subcategories of the category of normed spaces as being 
equivalent to categories of set-valued models of coherent theories in 
these languages. We see, in particular, that the category of real 
normed spaces is equivalent to the category of set-valued models of 
a Um-theory, and that, for instance, the category of L-spaces is 
equivalent to the category of set-valued models of a coherent extension 
of this Um-theory. These considerations allow for proofs of existence 
of 2-adjoints to inclusion functors from some 2-categories into the 
2-category of Topos-valued normed spaces, and the study of the 
elementary properties of these adjoints. 
The coherent theory of Hilbert spaces gives rise to interesting 
spatial Toposes when the appropriate "adjoint functor theorems" are 
v 
proved. The sites of these toposes are spectral spaces (in the sense 






As a labor saving device and in order to facilitate communica-
tion we introduce the following notation and definitions which will 
serve unchanged throughout Part I. 
(X, 11 llx) will denote a Banach space; as is customary, we 
will often use (X, IJ 11) or X as "equivalent" notation. 0 will denote 
a a-algebra of subsets of the set n and µ will denote a finite, non-
negative a-additive measure defined on '6. The space of Bochner 
integrable functions on Q with values in X, L1 ( Q, X), is defined 
as follows: f : n - X is Bochner integrable if and only if f is 
µ-measurable (i.e., f is the µ-almost everywhere limit of simple 
functions) and there exists a sequence of simple functions (f ) n nE 
such that the sequ~n~e f II. f -f 11 d converges to zero. For each . n µ n 
EE 0, Jfdµ denotes the limit, n~~ J xEfndµ, where the (fn) are 
E 
as above and x E denotes the characteristic function of E. A vector 
valued measure with values in X is a function G : 6 - X with the 
property that G(E1 v E2) = G(E 1) + G(E2) for disjoint E1 , E2 E 0. 
00 00 
If G satisfies: G( v E.) = 0 G(E.) for every pairwise disjoint 
. 1 1 . 1 1 l= l= 
sequence in 6, then G is called a a-additive measure. The variation 
of G, I GI, is the function I GI: 0-it, v { oo} defined by: 
I GI (E) = sup 0 11 G(A) 11 where the supremum is taken over all 
rr Aor 
partitions of E consisting of a finite number of members of 0. 
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if l GI< oo, then G is said to be of bounded variation. We denote by 
BM(L, X) (respectively aBM(L, X)) the space of all bounded X-valued 
measures G : L -x (respectively all vector measures G : L -X of 
bounded variation which are also a-additive) normed with the variation 
norm I GI =: I GI (n). 
One of the central problems that we will study in this part of the 
report, is a generalization of the following well known and well under-
stood problem: find properties of subsets Kc L 1 (L,.fl.) that charac-
terize the subsets K with weakly compact closure; we should clearly 
only be interested 'in "decent" properties, where "decent" is inter-
preted in popular systems of mathematical aesthetics and mathematical 
ethics. 
The following theorem of Dunford is considered to be an accept -
able solution to the above mentioned classical problem. 
0.1 Theorem (Dunford (1 ]) . A subset Kc L1 (L,j{..) is weakly 
sequentially compact if and only if it is bounded and the countable 
additivity of the integrals £ f dµ is uniform with respect to f in K. 
O. 2 Remarks: (1) The integrals J f dµ have uniform countable 
E 
additivity with respect to f in K precisely when for every sequence 
00 
{En} in L with C1 En = ¢, lim r f dµ = 0 uniformly in K. 
n- n-oo E 
n 
(2) According to the Eberlein-Smulyan theorem, 
Dunford's theorem actually characterizes the relatively weakly 
compact subsets of L1 (L ,~) i. e. , the subsets of L1 (L, !fl) that have 
weakly compact weak closures. 
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The question then arises: to what extent can this type of charac-
terization of relative weak compactness by generalized to the situation 
where $. is replaced by a non-trivial Banach space X? It turns out 
that one can replace Ji by any reflexive space X if we change 
"lim f f dµ = 0"' to "lim r 11 f 11 dµ = 0" in (0. 1). The proof of n-oo . n-oo . 
En En 
this generalized version of (0.1) depends crucially on the fact that 
every reflexive space X possesses the so-called Radon-Ni.kodym 
property. 
O. 3 Definition. X has the Radon-Nikdym property with respect to 
(n, ~, µ) if for each µ-continuous vector measure G : ~ - ~ of bounded 
variation there exists a g E L1 (~, X) such that G(E) = ( g d µ for all 
EE~ (G is µ-continuous if lim G(E) = 0). E 
µ(E)-0 
One can generalize Dunford's theorem even further to get the 
following result. 
O. 4 Theorem:[2]. If both X and x* (the dual of X) have the Radon-
Ni.kodym property and Kc L1 (~,X) then K is relatively weakly 
compact if and only if 
( i) K is bounded 
(ii) K is uniformly integrable ( i. e. , 
lim JI If 11dµ=0 uniformly in K) 
µ(E)-0 E 
_(iii) for each EE~, the set {:k f d µ/f EK} is relatively weakly 
compact. The question that we then address in Chapter 2 is the following: 
To what extent can ( 0. 4) be generalized?; in particular, what happens if 
it is not true tht t X and x* both have the Radon-Nikodym property? 
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O. 5 Remarks. (i) The Radon-Nikodym property can be viewed as a 
geometric property (cf. the notion of "dentability") and is currently 
one of the most intensely studied geometric properties of normed 
spaces ( [2], [3] - [9]). 
(ii) The following is a quotation from [2]: "The problem of 
characterizing the relatively weakly compact subsets of L1 (~,X) for 
general X, remains one of the most elusive problems in the theory of 
vector measures." One must add to this, as was suggested previously, 
that it is not at all clear at this stage when a set of criteria for rela-
tive weak compactness will be an acceptable set. 
0. 6 A notable extension of (0. 4) appears in a paper by Brooks and 
Dinculeanu [1 O]; they prove that conditions (i)-(iii) (0. 4) 
with the following: 
(iv) For every countable subset K0 c K there exists a sequence 
(1T n) of µ-partitions such that f 11 , converges strongly to f, uniformly n 
for f E K0 (where f11 = : ~ [(µ(A)f
1 J f dµ) xA] imply that K is 
n AE7Tn A 
relatively weakly compact. If it is assumed that x* has the Radon-
Nikodym property, then, given that K is relatively weakly compact, 
(iv) with "converges strongly" replaced by "converges weakly" holds 
true. 
0. 7. In Chapter 1 we study sets Kc L1 (µ, X) such that the union of 
the ranges of the members of K is well behaved; in particular, using 
the main result of Chapter 1, (1. 10) we prove that if this common range 
is relatively weakly compact , then conditions (i)-(iii) of (0. 4) are 
sufficient to ensure that K is relatively weakly compact. This result 
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was independently discovered by J. Diestel [11] -- his methods of proof 
are entirely different from ours (he uses a factorization result that 
follows from a lemma of Davis, Figiel, Johnson, Pelczynski (cf. [2] )), 
and do not appear to be amenable to sufficient generalization to yield 
our results. 
O. 8. The fact that L1 (:6,X) embeds isometrically in aBM(:6,X) 
suggests that results similar to (0. 4) may be obtained in this more 
general context. When it is assumed that X and x* both have the 
Radon-Nikodym property, then the following result is easily obtained. 
Theorem [2] Kc aBM(:6,X) is relatively weakly compact if and only if 
(i) K is bounded; 
(ii) there is a µ on :6 such that lim I GI (E) = 0 uniformly in 
µ(E)-0 
GEK; 
(iii) {G(E)/G EK} is relatively weakly compact for every EE :6. 
In fact, the three conditions of the theorem imply that K is contained in 
L1 (:6, X) and the result follows from (0. 4). 
In Chapter 3 we drop the assumption that X and X* have the 
Radon-Nikodym property and obtain a general characterization of weak 
compactness in a BM(:6, X). Using this characterization, the main 
result of Chapter II can be partly recovered. 
0. 9. The last chapter of Part I contains some applications of the 
methods of the previous chapters to the study of weak compactness in 
spaces of operators. 
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0.10. A recurrent theme throughout all of Chapter 1 is the following: 
dual spaces can often be fairly well understood if they are restricted 




The main. result of this chapter is theorem 1.10. On our way to 
the proof of this theorem, we gather together a sequence of preliminary 
results that will be relevant to the proof of (1.11). 
Our first result is well known in the case X = .1i, (cf. [12]) --
however, we could not find any reference in the literature to the more 
general situation that is of importance to us; hence we present here our 
elementary proof (which is proably not the most elegant one). 
1.1 Proposition. Let f E L1 (.L:, X) and let S C: X be weakly compact 
and convex. If µ(E)- 1 Jfdµ is an element of S VEE .L:+(~+ will from 
E 
now on denote the set of all members of .L: with positive µ-measure), 
then f(w) ES for almost every w E n • 
Remark. This proposition is a converse to "the mean value theorem 
for the Bochner integral" (cf. [2] p. 48). 
Proof. Pick aEX\S and let B(a,r) (={XEX/llx-a!l<r}) be contained 
in X\ S. B(a, r) is convex and open; hence we can find a E:Jl, x* E x* 
such that x* [B(a, r)] < a < x* [SJ. 
As x* [S] is closed in .JI. and (f x* f dµ )(µ(E))- 1 = x*(( .f fdµ)(µ(E))- 1 
E E 
is in x*[s) VEE .L:+, x*(f(w))E x*[S] for almost every WE n, by the 
scalar value case of our proposition. As C 1 [B(a, r)] c (x* ff1 lx*B(a, r)]. 
it follows that C 1 [B(a, r) 1 is contained in a null set. 
According to the Pettis measurability theorem ( [2], p. 42), we 
can find EE .L: such that f [E] is norm separable and µ(n \ E) = O. Let 
D < X be countable and norm dense in f [E] . For every x E F [E]\ S, 
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let d = inf II x - s II and let B = B(x, ~n ) . Then D n( v B ) 
x seS x ~ xeF{E] x 
(let us denote this set by D) is norm dense in f [E]n ["X\S]. If ye f>,. 
then B(y,dy)ex\s and f[E]n[X s]e v B(y,d ). As Dis countable, 
y E f> y 
C 1 [ b B(y, dy)] is contained in a null set which in turn implies that 
r 1 [f(E)n[X\S]] is contained in a null set. Therefore, as 
r 1 (X\S] = r 1 [(f [E) n [X\S]) v( (X\f [E]l n [X\S] )) 
we have the desired result. 
1. 2 Proposition. Let f: n - X be measurable, let Sex be weakly 
compact and let C(S) denote the space of all continuous real valued 
functions on S. Say f [n] e Se X; then for every measurable function 
g: Q - C(S), the function hg :n-fl defined by hg(w) = g(w)(f(w)) is 
measurable. 
Proof. If g is of the form kxn, then hg = (kof) Xn = kof which is 
measurable (use the fact that g : Q -Jl is measurable if and only if 
the inverse image g-
1 
[U] is in the Lebesque extension of L; for every 
open U). It follows that simple functions g give rise to measurable hg. 
If g is not simple, let gi - g outside a null set where the gn are 
simple. Then lg(w)(f(w)) - gn(w)(f(w) I< suplg(w) - gn(w) I 
s 
= 11 g(w) - gn(w) 11 - 0. Hence hg, being the almost everywhere limit 
of measurable functions, is measurable. 
1. 3 Notation. If f: n -x and g: Q - C(S) with f [n 1 es ex, then we 
denote by (f,g) the function wt- g(w) (f(w)). 
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We now introduce the notion of quasi-equicontinuity -- a notion 
that will play a fundamental role in what follows. 
1. 4 Definition. Let S be a Hausdorff space. A family F cC(S) is said 
to be quasi-equicontinuous on S if the convergence of a net Sa to S
0 
in S implies that the convergence f(S ) - f(S0) is quasi-uniform on F. a 
That is, given E > 0 and a 0 , there exists a finite set 
ai ~ a 0 (i = 1, · · · ,n) such that for each fe F, 
Quasi-equicontinuity was first studied by Arzela in connection 
with the properties of the pointwise limits of sets of continuous 
functions ( [1]). 
1. 5 Lemma. Fix kE~+ and let FC{n* EX*/ l!x* 11 ~ k}. Then F, 
considered as a family of continuous real valued functions on X with 
the weak topology, is quasi-equicontinuous on X. 
Proof. D = { x* ex*/ 11x*11 ~ k} is weak* compact according to the 
Banach-Alaoghi theorem.. Let {s } be a net in X converging weakly a 
toS0 , andpickE >Oanda. 0 • Let F ={x*ED/lx*(s )-x*(S0 )l<E}, a a 
for a ~ a 0 • We know that x* (S ) - x*(S0 ) Vx* EX*, hence D = v F . a aeA a 
But Fa = {x* ED/ jf(Sa-so) (x*) I< e}, where F(sa-So) (x*) = :x*(sa -80 ), 
is open in the weak* topology induced on D. Hence there exists 
n 
a 1 , ···,an e A, ai ~ a 0 (i = 1, · · ·, n) such that D = i';;l F Cl!( 
1. 6 Definition. A vector measure G: L;-X is (L;, µ)-representable 
if there exists a Bochner integrable function g :n-x such that 
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G(E) = J g dµ for every E E :6. 
E 
1. 7 Theorem ( [2]) ("utility grade Radon-Nikodym theorem"). 
If G: :6-X is µ-continuous and for each E1 E :6+ there is an E 2 E :6+ with 
E2 < E1 such that { µ(E)-
1 G(E)/E E :6+, E c E2 } is relatively weakly 
compact, then G is (:6, µ)-representable. 
1. 8 Lemma. Let f be in the dual of L1 (:6, X) and let S c X be weakly 
compact. Define G : :6 -C(S) by G(E)(S) = l(S x E); then G is repre-
sentable by a function g: n - closure {f E C(S)/f =the restriction to S of 
some x*Ex*} (denote this closure by 138). 
Proof. Define G: :6 - x* by G(E)(x) = l(x xE); G (E) is linear on X and 
IG(E)(x)I = l.e(xxE)I < ll.ell llxxEll
1 
< !11 f! llxll µ(E). We observe 
that G(E) is the restriction of G(E) to S VEE L;. It is clear that G is 
a measure; furthermore we see that 
11G(E)1100 = sup I£ (x XE) I< 11.e 111 µ (E)sup I Is 11 s s 
in particular it follows that G is µ-continuous and I G I (n) < oo. 
{ µ (E)-1 G(E)/E E :6+} is sup norm bounded by 11£11 1 where K = sup I! s 11 s 
and {µ(E)- 1 G(E)/E E :6+}S{x* EX* I I Ix* II< II p_ 11}. 
Let s2 - s in S with its induced weak topology; then s - s in X a 
with the weak topology. According to (1. 5) we can find a 1 , ···,an for 
everya0 , E>O such that ai~a0 (i=l,···,n)and 
m.inl µ(E)-\G(E)(sa
1
.) - G(E)(s0 )) I= m.inl µ(E)(G(E)(sai) - G(E)(s0)) I <E 
1 1 
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It follows that {µ(Ef 1G(E)/E EI;+} is relatively weakly compact in 
However, the weak topology of B8 is the topology induced by 
the weak topology of C(S) (use the Hahn-Banach theorem to verify this). 
Hence {µ(E)- 1G(E)/E EI;+} is relatively weakly compact in B s: as Bs 
is convex, Bs is the weak closure of Bs in C(S); hence the weak 
closure of {µ(E)- 1G(E)/E EI;+} in C(S) is the same as its weak closure 
in Bs. Before we can state and prove our first main result, we need 
an integral representation result for members of (L, (:L;,X))*. 
1. 9 Lemma. If £ is an element of the dual of Li{:~:;,X) and f: n - S is 
measurable, where SLX is weakly compact, then there is a measur-
able function g :n - Bs (notation as in 1. 8) such that 
£(f) = r < f, g > dµ . 
Proof. Let P be the class of all partitions 1T < L; of n and direct this 
class by refinement. Let g- = 0 µ(Ef 1 G(E) for every 1T E P (G is 
1T EE1T 
as defined in 1.13 and µ(Ef 1G(E) is taken to be equal to zero if 
µ(E) = O); then the g1T define, in the obvious fashion, a martingale in 
Li (L;,Bs) (cf. [2] p. 128). 
Let f E Li (I;, X) and let { fn} < Li (I;, X) be a norm approximating 
sequence of simple function for f. Then 
12 
= !.e(f)-£(fn)1+!£(L:xA~A)- PE £(xA)XA"'E·µ(Ef 1 µ(AnE)l, 
' 
which is small when 1T and n are large. 
Let grr = L: µ(Ef 1 G(E) XE; then if f takes its values in S, we 
- 1T 
have (f, grr) = (f, grr) . We claim that grr converges as martingale to 
g -- in fact, as is easily seen, 
G(E) = lw .f grr dµ; 
E 
according to a martingale convergence theorem ( [ 2], p. 125), (which 
says the following: "A martingale in L p(L:, X) converges in Lp(L:, X)-
norm if and only if there exists f E Lp(:6,X) such that rE f d µ = 
lim ( f dµ) we have the required result as G is represented by g. 
E T 
By examining the proof of the above-mentioned martingale theorem, 
we see that we can also say that 11 g - g l I - O. 
1T 1 
Now 
lf(f,g7)")dµ - J(f,g)dµj = l _f(f,g-g7T)dµ! 
< r II g - g 11 dµ ~ o . 
. 1T 
Hence Q(f) = { (f, g) dµ if f takes its values in S. 
We state our main results in Non-Standard Analysis terminology; 
the reader should have no difficulty in providing the statement of the 
corresponding standard result. 
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1.10 Theorem. f E *L1 (~,X) is weakly near-standard if 
(i) 0 jjf II< oo ( 0 denotes the standard part map); 
(ii) ., II f II dµ ,..., 0 for every EE*~ such that µ(E),..., 0 (two non-
standard reals satisfy the relation ,..., precisely when their 
difference is an infinitesimal); 
(iii) J f dµ is weakly near-standard VEE~ 
.*E 
(iv) There is a weakly compact set sex such that f[*n] c *s. 
Remark. It is clear that we may assume that S in condition (iv) is 
convex (take the closed convex hull of S in (iv)). 
Proof. Define G: ~ --+ X as follows: 
G(E) = weak standard part of ( f dµ for EE~. 
*E 
Then for every x* Ex* we know that x*(µ(Ef 1 G(E)),..., x*(µ(E)- 1 r f dµ) 
E 
for every EE~+. 
According to the mean-value theorem for the Bochner integral 
(cf. the introduction), x* (µ (E)-1 ( f dµ) and therefore also 
E 
x*(µ(E)- 1 G(E)) lies in x* [*s]. If µ(Ef 1 G(E) is not in S, then we can 
find x* such that x* (µ(Ef 1 G(E)) <a< x* [S] for some a E.fi; this, 
however, is impossible as we know that x* (µ(Ef 1 G(E)) is in x* [S]. 
Hence { µ(E)- 1G(E)/E E ~+} is relatively weakly compact. 
According to 1. 7 we therefore knew that there is a p E L1 (~,X) 
such that G(E) = ( ,pdµ VEE~. [ (1.10) (ii) ensures that G is µ-
E 
continuous.] Proposition (1.1) allows us to assume that p takes its 
values in S. 
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What remains to be shown is that p is the weak standard part of f. 
We know that for l E (L1 (~, X)) * there is a g such that .Q (h) = J (h, g) 
provided that h takes its values in S. So it will suffice to show that 
((f-p, *g),..., 0 for every gEL1 (:6,B8). 
If g is of the form hXn, h E Bs, let (gn) c Bs be such that 
!lh-gnlls~ 0. Then 
IJ<f-p, hxn)dµJ< 
< I J (f, (h - gn)Xn) dµ I+ I J (f, gnXn) dµ - J (p, gnXn)dµ I+ I J (p, (gn-h)Xn)dµ I 
< !Jh - gnll 8 µ(Q) +infinitesimal+ llh - gnll s µ(n). 
Hence IJ<f-p,hXn)dµ!,...,o. 
If g is of the form ~ hE XE, then we clearly get the desired 
result. 
Let gE L1 (:6, B8 .) be a general function and let (gn)C L1 (:6, B 8) 
approximate g almost everywhere. For every o > 0 choose n 
0 
E :6 such 
that µ(n\n
0
) < o and gn ~ g uniformly on Q
0
. Then 
1 r <f-p,g)dµl<I r <f-p,g)dµJ+ r l<f,g)Jdµ+ r J<p,g)/dµ 
n 'n 0 n\n 0 n\n 0 
Denote .f (I (f, g) I+ J(p, g) I) dµ by 77. Then 
n\no 
1 J <f - p, g) ctµ I + T] < 
no 
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We only need to show that g is bounded on n to finish the proof (for then 
11 ~ o sup II g(w) II). We have seen before that the measure F defined by 
n 
F(E)(S) = .Q(sxE), for a fixed.Qin (LJ~;,x))*, is representable and 
IF I (E) = r II g II dµ for every g that represents F; we also know that 
'.E 
l.F!(E) < !If llsupllsllµ(E); hence llgll(w) <lit II supllsll almost always. . s s 
But we are only interested in g's that represent members of (Li(:L";,x))*; 
hence we have the desired result. 
1.11 Theorem. Let fE*L1(~,X); then f is weakly near-standard if the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) f [*n] is bounded; 
(ii) J II f II dµ"' 0 VEE*~ such that µ(E),.., O; 
E 
(iii) ( fdµ is weakly near-standard VEE~; 
*E 
(iv) VE1 E~+ iff E2 E~+ such that {µ(Er 1 (weak- 0 )( ( fdµ)/E<E2,EE~+} 
E 
is relatively weakly compact; 
(v) there is a set Tc X such that T is bounded and for every .Q in 
- - * the dual of LJ~;,X), a g.Q E L1 (~, Bf)(Bf =:the closure of X 
restricted to T, in the set of bounded continuous functions on 
T with the weak topology) such that g .Q represents the 
measure G .Q: ~--Bf; G(E)(x) =: .Q(x)(XE); T contains 0 and 
the closed convex hulls of the sets 
{(µ(E))- 1 (weak- 0 )( ( fdµ )/E < E2 , EE~+} of (iv). 
E 
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Remarks. (i) Any closed, convex T such that *T contains f [*n], will 
contain the closed convex hulls of the sets of (iv); (ii) if f is the non-
standard representation of a family (fa) A of integrable maps and S is 
the smallest set (we assume it is bounded) containing the range of 
f (a EA), then we can phrase (v) in the following way: given any 
Q' 
bounded subset D* of X*, and 0 > 0, then if x* E D* has the form 
00 
~ a.x.* with x.*ED*and L:a. =1, a.>O(i=l,···), we can find an 
i=l 1 1 1 1 1 
index i such that x* - xt is, in modulus, less than~ , on every finite 
convex combination of elements of S. That this version of (v) implies 
the original one, can be seen by using the methods discussed in ( (2), 
Chapter 5). It is possible to get a version of (v) in which we don't 
refer to infinite convex sums L: ai xt, but only to finite ones (cf. the 
methods discussed in [2], Chapter 7). 
Proof. According to (1.10) (ii)-(iv), ~PE L 1 (L:,X) such that 
x* I pdµ ,...,x* r f dµ for every EEL: (cf. Chapter 2). 
E E 
I claim that p(w)ET (T as in (1.lO)(v)) for almost every 
w E Q: as µ (E)-1 (weak- 0 ( f d µ) E closed convex hull of f [n] (by the 
E 
mean value theorem for the Bochner integral) an application of (1.1) 
together with (1.10) (iv) shows that the following condition is satisfied: 
(**): + + E1 E ~ V Ez EL: , ~E2 < E1 such that PX almost maps 
Ez 
Q into T; 
(**) together with a typical "exhaustion" argument then imply that the 
claim is true (the exhaustion argument goes as follows: Let :J3 = 
{EE'L:/pxE maps almost every wEn into T} and let c =sup µ(A); 
17 




each En E fB and lim µ(En) = c; if µ(n\ u En) > O, then (**) implies 
. n=l 00 
that ~BEi1 with µ(B) > 0 such that B<n\~1 En; but lim µ(AuEn) = 
lim µ(A) + lim µ(En) = µ(A) + c > c, which is impossible as 
(Av En) e J3; hence pXEk maps n almost into T and we can conclude 
that p maps Q almost into T (compare this version of "exhaustion" to 
the proof of ( [2] lemma 4, p. 70)). 
If we now examine the proof of (1.10), then we see that it can be 
used to complete the proof of (1. 1 ~). 
1.12 Proposition. If X* has the Radon-Nikodym property, then (1.10) 
(v) is satisfied. If f [n 1 c S, where S is relatively weakly compac~, 
then (1.10) (i:v}, (v) are satisfied. 
Proof. If X* has the Radon-Nikodym property, then, according to 
([2], p. 98), every £E L1(~,X)* has an integral representation: ~gin 
L£~, X*) such that £(f) = J (f, g) dµ. We can view these g's as being in 
Li{:~::;, BT) (notation as in (1. 10) and we get the required result. 
1.13 Proposition (1.12) can be used to show that (1.11) is strictly 
stronger than (1.10). Diestel shows in [11] that the conditions of (1.10) 
are not necessary for relative weak compactness in L1 (~, X) -- he gives 
the following counterexample: (xn) is any bounded sequence in X where 
X* is assumed to have the Radon-Nikodym property; (rn) is the sequence 
of Rademacher functions [rn(t) = sign (sin(2 7Tt))] on (0, 1]; then (xnr n) 
converges weakly to zero. According to the results of chapter 2, 
(1.11) (i)-(iv) are necessary, while, according to (1.12), (1.11) (v) is 
satisfied when X~ has the Radon-Nikodym property; hence the example 




In this chapter we extend some of the results of Dunford, Bartle 
and Schwartz about weak compactness in spaces of Bochner integrable 
functions. We rely heavily on the results and methods of Non-standard 
Analysis. 
It is assumed throughout that, where appropriate, we have at our 
disposal a superstructure V(X) on some set X such that X and V(X) are 
"large enough" to accommodate all the relevant entities under consider-
ation; all our non-standard action will take place. in some appropriate 
"highly" saturated non-standard extension, *M, of V(X) - we may on 
occasion assume something more about the structure of such an 
enlargement. 
2.1 Proposition. There is a *-finite partition 7T < *~ of *Q which is 
finer than every finite, standard partition rr < ~ of a. 
Proof. R = {(1T, q) /'Ir, q < ~; 1T, q finite; q finer than 1T} is a concurrent 
binary relation. 
2. 2 Definition. If 7T is as in (2. 1), then 7T is called infinite (all parti- · 
tions that we will consider will be *-finite; hence the terminology 
should not cause confusion). 
2. 3 Proposition. If K < L1 (:6, X) is uniformly integrable, then 
µ(E) "' 0 implies that r II f II dµ "'0 for every f E *K. 
E 
Proof. The argument is the usual sort of one. One might for instance 
assume that *M is an ultraproduct and argue on representatives. 
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When X and X* both have the Radon-Nikodym property;, then the dual of 
L1 ('~~,X) is L 00(L,X*); by using this representation of the dual, one can, 
in many instances, reduce questions of weak convergence in L1 (L,X) to 
questions of convergence with respect to topologies induced by linear 
.... 
functionals of the form ~ x*
1
. XE·' where E
1
. E ~- Crucial use is made 
I=l 1 
of this reduction in the proof of (0. 4). The following result gives a 
description of weal:\: convergence in general L1 (~, X) spaces and provides 
a tool that will allow us to give a complete characterization of relative 
weak compactness in L1 (L, X). 
2.4 Proposition. Let (hX)A.EA < L1(L,X) be a net and let f E L1 (L,X). 
Then (hA.) converges to h in the weak topology of L 1 (L, X) if and only if 
oJ(*hA,g)dµ - o[(*h,g)dµ 
for every *-simple function g E *L
00
(L,X*) with finite L
00
-norm. 
Proof. Say hx-+ h in the weak topology. Let g be a *-finite simple 
function in L00 (~, *X) with finite norm. Define .Qg: L1(L,X)-+~ by 
.Q(f) = 0 J (*f, g) dµ; then £g is clearly linear and bounded with 




and consequently 0 J (*hx, g)dµ - * .f (*h, g)dµ. 
Say conversely that 0 f (*hA.' g)dµ - 0 f (*h, g)dµ for all g as 
described in the statement of (2. 4). Let .Q be a bounded linear functional 
on L 1(L,X) and define G: L-X* by G(E)(x) = .Q(xxE). Then G is a 
vector measure that satisfies 
Let 1i be an infinite partition. Then 
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Let 1T < L; be a finite partition of n and let f = ~ xE XE be a simple 
EE7T 
function with values in X. Then 
and 
J(*f,n(G))dµ =: J"B_ µ(Af 1 G(A)(xE)XA Edµ 
1T,1T . 
= 6 µ(A)- 1 G(A)(xE) = 0 G(E)(xE). 
1T,1f 1T 
Now let f E L1 (L;, X) be arbitrary and approximate f in Li norm 
by (fn). Then 
I £(f) - I (*f, n(G) > dµ < I £(f) - £(fn) I+ l £(fn) - I (*f, 7T(G) > dµ I 
< II.ell llf-fnl1
1 
+I !(fn)-[(*fn,7i(G))dµ l+I f(*fn-*f,7i(G))dµ I 
< 11.e II II f - fn ll 1 + J ll7i(G)ll II fn - rn II dµ < II f - fn ll 1 ( 11.e II+ 1r;(G) to> 
< 2 fl f - fn II 1 - o. 
Hence £(f) = 0 J (*f, 7i(G)) dµ for all f E L1 (L;, X); our reigning assumption 
then shows that £(hA) - £(h). 
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2. 5 Remark. "finite L
00 
-norm" in the statement of (2. 4) can be 
replaced by "L
00
-norm < H': divide by 0 lln(G) II 
00 
+ 1. 
2. 6 Proposition. Let J (*) denote the topology induced on L1(:~:~,X) by 
the family {ft- x* J f d µ /x* EX*, EE z.;} of bounded linear maps; then 
E 
{(*) is Hausdorff and if s EL (Z.:, *x) is simple, then the map F : 
. 00 s 
(L/6,X), f(*))l-.fl; f - J(f, s) dµ is continuous. 
Proof. Straightforward. 
2. 7 Proposition. Let K < L1 (Z.:,X) satisfy the following: 
(i) K is bounded; 
(ii) K is uniformly integrable; 
(iii) { ( f d µ/f EK} is relatively weakly compact VEE Z.:; 
E 
(iv) Vf E *K, VEE z.:+ 3: E1 E z.;+ such that E 1 < E and 
{weak - 0 (µ(Ff 1 ( f d µ)/FE z.;+, F < Ei} is relatively 
-*F 
weakly compact. 
Then K is relatively compact in the topology J (*) introduced in (2. 6). 
Proof. For every f E *K, define Gr : z.; - X by G(E) = weak - 0 JE f d µ . 
Then G is obviously an additive vector measure. Let EEL: and let 
xi Ex* be such that xE(G(E))= II G(E) II and llxi II< 1; there exists an 
infinitesimal 77E such that xi(G(E)) = 77E + xE fu f d µ; we have 
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Let {E1 , ···En} < :6 be a partition 1T of 0; then 
hence !GI (Q) < 1 + 0 llfll. 
Let (En) be a sequence of pairwise disjoint members of :6 and let 
E = v En; then for every x* Ex* we see that 
00 
let An = v Ei; then µ(An) --+ 0 and consequently we know that 
n+l 
.f II f II dµ ,...., 0 as K is uniformly integrable, where w is infinite; 
Aw 
it follows that I x*G(E) - :6 x*G(En) I- O. This shows that G is weakly 
a -additive. It is clear that G « µ. 
Condition (2. 7) (iv) shows that we can apply (1. 7) to G to conclude 
that G(E) = { g d µ VEE :6 for some g E L1 ("6,X). But, if x* Ex*, then 
E 
x* J gdµ =x*G(E),...., x* J fdµ, i.e., 
E *E 
f is in the J(*)-monad of g. 
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2. 8 Proposition. Define two sets £ and l as follows: 
€ = :{~ s: K -JE;f' s E *Leo (:6, X*) [(s is *-simple, 0 II s II co ~ 1) and 
CWs(f) = 0 r < * f, s > d µ} 
E = :{ F s: K -JZ /jt"" s E Lco(:6,X*) (s is simple and II s II co ~ 1) }. 
then l is the closure of e in the product topology of .fi k. 
Proof. FE J2. k_ is in the closure of £ in the product monad if and only 
if the product monad of F intersects * £. Now GE *(Jl k) is in the 
product monad of F if and only if G(f) ,..., F(f) for every standard FE *K. 
The rest of the proof is now quite straightforward. 
2. 9. We return now to our dicussion of quasi-equicontinuity and intro-
duce the notion of quasi-uniform convergence. 
Definition. A set (fa) A in Jl,8 converges quasi-uniformly to f E£8 if 
and only if V 6 E .fl+, Va 0 .Y:: a finite subset of A such' that: every 
aEB isbiggerthana0 and VsES(min If (s)-f(s)l<6). ao a EB a 
ao 
2.10. Theorem. (Grothendieck-Bartle) ((1)) 
Let S be a compact Hausdorff space and let F c C(S). 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) F is relatively weakly compact in C(S); 
(2) F is bounded and its closure in the product topology is compact and 
consists of continuous functions; 
(3) F is bounded and quasi-equicontinuous on S; 
( 4) F is bounded and if F 0 is a denumerable subset of F and { $ 0 , s, ... } 
is a sequence in S for which f(Sn) - f(S0 ), f E F0 , then sn - s0 quasi-
unif ormly on F. 
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(5) F is weakly sequentially compact; 
(the sequence { s 0 , s 1 , • • ·} in condition ( 4) can be chosen with 
s1' .•. , sn, . • in a preassigned dense subset of S). 
2.11 Theorem. K < L/~~,X) is relatively weakly compact if and only 
if the following conditions are satisfied: 
and 
(i) K is bounded; 
(ii) K is uniformly integrable; 
(iii) { J f d µ/f EK} is relatively weakly compact VEE :6; 
E 
(iv) For every f E *K, VEE :6+ S: E1 E :6+ such that E1< E and 
Bf E ={(weak- 0 )(µ(F)- 1 J fdµ)/FE:6+,F<E 1} is relatively 
' *F 
weakly compact; 
(v) or (v') where (v) ~s: the family f= {F s: closure of K in 
[(*)-topology -.fl /s EL (:6,X*), s simple, II s II < !; 
' 00 00 
(v') 
F s(f) = J {f, s) dµ} satisfies any of the equivalent statements 
of (2.10) where S of (2.10) is taken to be the closure of K in 
the ,[(*)-topology; 
is: given any sequence of partitions (1T = {E~, · · ·, E~ } ) 00 
n n n=l 
of n consisting of measurable sets and given any sequence of 
{ *n *n}
00 
* sets ( n , · · ·, nkn )n=l in the unit ball of X and any 
sequence (f1 , • • ·, fn, .. ·) in K such that (x* [ f dµ) 
00
_ 1 is a 'En n-
Cauchy sequence of real numbers for each EE :6 and each 
n* EX*, then there exists, for each E >O and 11oE7Z, 
n1 , • • ·, nk E 7l bigger than Do such that 
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k k 
n *n n 
inf (I ( ~1 nj f En fi dµ) - ·~ 
i=l, ... 'k J= j J = 
*n I limnJ. fnf.Qdµ)<E 
£-oo E· 
J 
for every n E 96 . 
If X has the Radon-Nikodym property, then condition (iv) is 
redundant. 
2.12 Remarks. Condition (iv) of (2.11), which is somewhat of an 
oddity, is in one sense superfluous: we will show in Chapter 3 that 
(2.11) remains true if we drop (iv) and (v). We also see (as we already 
know from (1. 9)) that if all of the members of K map into some fixed 
weakly compact, convex set S, then, by the mean value theorem for the 
Bochner integral, the Bf E of. (2.11) (iv) are rel. weakly compact. 
' 
2.13 Proof of (2.11). We first give a proof of the last statement of 
the theorem. If X has the Radon-Nikodym property, then according to 
the proof of (2. 7), G(E) =:(weak- 0 )(j f dµ) is a representable measure 
E 
for every f E *K. Hence the sets { µ(F)- 1G(F)/F E :6+, F< E1} =Bf E 
' 
are relatively weakly compact for appropriate choices of E1 (cf. [2] 
p. 72); hence we have the desired result. 
-
Proof of the sufficiency of (2.11) (i)-(v). Denote by K the closure of K 
in the ((*)-topology. According to (2. 7), K is ((*)-compact. So if we 
use (2. 6), (2.10) and (2.11) (v) we can conclude that the closure of ,JC 
in the product topology is compact (in the product topology) and consists 
of ((*)-continuous functions; hence by (2. 8), the functions Fs: K-Jl 
(s E *Loo(:6, X*)' s-* simple, II s II 00 ~ 1) defined by: F s(f) = 0 r <*f's) dµ' 
are f *-continuous. Let (fA) be a net in K and let f be a J (*)-cluster 
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point (recall that we know that k is relatively J (*)-compact); let s be 
a *-simple member of the unit ball of *L00 (~,X*); then if (fA. ) is a 
µ 
subset of (fA.) that converges in the J (*)-topology to f, 0 [(fA. , s) dµ 
converges to 0 J (f, s) dµ as F s is f (*)-continuous but then, :Ccording 
to (2. 4) (fX ) converges weakly to f. Hence (i)-(v) imply that k is 
µ 
relatively weakly compact. 
Proof of the neces5ity of (2.11) (i)-(v). (i) is satisfied because K is 
weakly, and therefore strongly, bounded. 
That (iii) is satisfied is well known: use the fact that f 1- J f d µ 
E 
is a bounded linear operator 'VE E L:;. 
Let f E *k; as f is weakly near-standard, there is a g E L1 (~, X) 
such that f is in the weak monad of g. Hence in particular, we see that 
{ gdµ = (weak- 0 )( ( fdµ) 'VEE:E. 
~ .*E 
But according to [ 2] p. 72, 'VEE ~+JC E1 E ~+ such that E1 c E and 
such that { µ(Ff 1 { g d µ/FE~+, FC: Ei} is relatively weakly compact. 
F -
H ence (iii) is satisfied. 
We defer the proof that (ii) is satisfied to Chapter 3 where a more 
general result will be proved --the informed reader will realize that 
the necessity of (ii) is a classical result. 
The family F s: f >- J (f, s) d µ; s simple and in the unit ball of 
L
00
(:E,X*), is pointwise bounded: as J(*) is weaker than the weak 
= 
topology on L1 (:6,X), the weak closure of K is f(*)-compact; hence K 




llfl1 1 < s~p i!f!li on K. 
fEk 
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Hence the family J=' is relatively compact in the product topology on 
R a . Let SE *LC()(:6,X*) be in the unit ball and *-simple, then Fs is 
J *-continuous: let (fA) be a net in K that converges in .[(*) to f EK; 
-
then as K = weak closure of K (we know that K <weak closure of K, and 
because the weak closure of K is compact, we get the reverse inclusion) 
·!H: a subnet (fA a) of (fA) that converges weakly to f; hence by (2. 4), 
F s(fA ) - F s(f); if F(fA) does not converge to F(f), then we can find 
(}' . 
E > 0 such that IF s(fA ) - F(f) I) E for some subnet (fA ) ; but then, by 
0 0 
the argument given above, there is a subnet (fx ) of (fx ) that con-
o 0 
verges weakly to f and so IF s(fx
0 
) - F s(f) I< E 
11 
for big X, which is a 
contradiction. Hence, by (2. 8), th7k closure of cF in the product 
topology is compact and consists of continuous functions and by (**) we 
see that:?' is bounded in C(k). 
Proof of the sufficiency of (v'), (i)-(iv). It is clear that (2.11) (v') is a 
weakened version of (2.10) (iv) interpreted in the proper context. In 
particular: we first show that (2. ll)(ii)-(iv) imply that ,Fis a bounded 
family of continuous functions and then we show that there is no need to 
refer to K\K. 
If h EK, then there is an f in *K such that h is in the J *-monad of 
f; let Gf be as in (2. 7) (proof); then for every x* Ex* and EE E, 
x* r h d µ ,..., x* I f d µ ,..., x* G(E) 
E *E 
in particular we see that x* ·~ h d µ = x* G(E) vx* EX* VEE :6; 
G(E) = ( h d µ and, as we know from (2], thm. 4, p. 46), 
E 




I G I (n) < 1 + 0 II f II < 1 + sup 0 II f II < 00 ; hence II h 111 < 1 + sup II f II 1 
*K k*k 
But then 
Using the remark following the 5th condition of (2.10), and trans-
lating to get into our context, we see that (2. ll)(i-iv) imply that (2.11) 
(v) and the following condition: 
(~) If ~ < :J:' is denumerable and if (g1' ···,gr··) is a Cauchy sequence 
in _((x), then given E > 0, IloE.?6, there exist n, · · ·, nk all bigger than 
Ilo such that . lim I f(gn.) - lim f(gi) I< E for every f E i7;. are equivalent 
l=l, .• , k 1 n-oo = 
( ® =? (v) is obvious, while (v) 9 ®uses the fact that K is J *-compact). 
The proof of (2.11) is now complete. 
2.12 Remarks. Theorem (2.11) is a proper extension of theorem (0. 4): 
if the assumption that both X and X* have the Radon-Nikodym property 
is dropped, then (0. 4) is no longer true, We refer the interested 
reader to [ 2] where the appropriate counterexamples are given. 
We already know from (0. 4) that (2. ll)(v) becomes superfluous 
when the condition that both X and X* have the Radon-Nikodym property 
is imposed, and we have seen in (2.11) that there is no need for (2.11) 
(iv) when X has the Radon-Nikodym property. In the following result 
we show how the assumption that X* has the Radon-Nikodym property 
allows us to drop (2. ll)(v). 
2.13 Proposition. If X* has the Radon-Nikodym property, then for 
every s E SL
00
(:6,X*), II s II 
00 




In what follows we prepare the way for the statement and proof of 
a theorem that characterizes weak compactness in aBM(~,X). Using 
the embedding L1 ('~~, X) l- a BM(~, X); f - (E - ~ f d µ), we see that part 
of (2 . 11) can be recovered. 
Our approach to the proof of the main result of this chapter is 
very similar to the approach that yielded (2.11). The main obstacle to 
overcome is the fact that not much is known about the dual of a BM(~, X) 
--even when X and X* have strong geometric properties; we will rely 
on a Helly-type extension to overcome this problem. 
3.1 Lemma. There is an isometric isomorphism from aBM(~,X) into 
the dual of thenormed.s,pace of all simple functions in L
00
(L;,X*). 
Proof. The proof is straightforward--we will give it in full for the 
reader's convenience. 
Let GE aBM(~,X) and let ffdG denote the Bartle integral off with 
respect to the bilinear pairing X*x X -Jt , (x*, x) t- x*(x) (it is clear 
how this integral is defined for simple fin. L00(~,X*), if f is an arbitrary 
member of L (L;, x*), then we approximate it with simple functions and 
00 
define J fdG as the limit of the integrals of the simple functions). Any 
member f of L (~, X*) is Bartle integrable and 
00 
Define <P : aBM(~,X) - (Loe/~, µ,X*))* by 
cJ?(G)(f) = ,{fdG. 
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Let {E1 , ••• , En} be a partition of n and let {xi, •.. , x~} < x* satisfy 
llxj_ll~l1(i =1,!··,n); x;(G(Ei)) = jjG(Ei)il (i = 1, ···,n), 
then ~II G(Ei) II = ~ x; (G(Ei)) = J (~xi XEi )dG = <I>(G)(~ xixEi) 
< ll<P(G)!l ll~xr XE.II co< ll<P(G)il; 
1 
hence IGl(n) <!l<P(G)jl<IGl(n) which shows that <Pis an isometric 
isomorphism onto its range. 
Before we state and prove our next theorem, we want to recall the 
following well known result. 
3.2 Theorem [13]. Given x** in x** there exists an XE *X such that 
x**(x*) ~x*(x) for every x*EX*, and 0 llxll = llx**ll and llx**ll <!!xii. 
(For a more general version of (2.19) , we refer the reader to (13] where 
the notion of w-norm fundamental subspaces allows for extra generality.) 
3. 3 Theorem. A n_et (GA.) S aBM(~,X) converges weakly to 
GE aBM(~,X) if and only if ,of fdGA. - 0 ,f fdG for every *-simple 
function f in the unit ball of *LocJ6, X*). 
Proof. G -
0 J fdG is a bounded linear functional on aBM(~X) for every 
f in *Lex:>(~, x*) with finite norm; hence if GA. - G weakly, . then 
0 f fdG - 0 (fdG. 
Say conversely that 
0 J fdG - 0 J fdG for all the appropriate f. Let 
G* be in the dual of aBM(~,X). By (3.1) and the Hahn-Banach theorem, G* 
- * extends to a member, G*, of the second dual of SLcx:>("6,X*) (SLcx:>("6,X ) 
denotes the normed space of simple functions in Lco("6, x*). According 
to (3. 2) we can find a g E *sLcx:>(~,X*) of finite norm such that 
G*(f) = 
0
((*f)(g)) for every fin (SLcx:>(~,X*))*; in particular we have 
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G*(G) = 0.f gdG for every Gin aBM(~,X). Hence G*(G:\.) = 0 J gdG:\. 
Our main theorem now takes the following form. 
3. 3 Theorem. ?fl S aBM(~,X) is relatively weakly compact if and 
only if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) ?J is bounded in variation norm; 
(ii) {I GI/GE~} is uniformly strongly additive (i.e., given any 
sequence (En) of pairwis.e disjoint members of~' then 
00 
limlliJ2n G (Em) II = 0 uniformly in GE'W; as 'W~aBM(~,X) is 
uniformly bounded and~ is a a-algebra, the uniform strong additivity 
of Cf7 is equivalent to the existence of a positive a -additive measure µ 
on ~ such that {!GIG E W} is uniformly µ-continuous); 
(iii) {G(E)/GE~} is relatively weakly compact for every EE~. 
One of the conditions (iv), (iv'): 
(iv) the family /F'= {Gt- ~x~. (G(Ei)/{E1 , ···,En} is a partition of n 
1 
consisting of measurable sets; 11 x; II< 1 (i, 1, · · ·, n)} restricted to the 
closure of YJ in the topology T defined as fallows: 
T is the topology on a BM (L:, X) induced by the family 
{G t- x* G(E)/E EL:, x* Ex*} of linear functionals 
satisfies the equivalent conditions of (2. 10); 
(iv') given any sequence of finite partitions (7T n) ~ L: of n and any 
sequence of sets E7Tn = {xi;,n IEE 1T n' xi;,n E unit ball of x*} and any 
sequence Gn in W such that (x*Gn(E))n is a Cauchy sequence of reals 
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sequence with pairwise disjoint members. As IGl(.v En),...., 0 for 
n~m 
every infinite m and every GE *<fj 
w 
~ max IG-l(v E )0 2-i ~ max IG-1( v E ),.,.,Q 
· 1 1 n. 1 . 1 1 n 1= , ···, w n~m 1= 1= , ••• , w n~m 
for every infinite m. Henceµ( v En) - 0 as k - oo. 
n~m 
Proof of (3. 3) (1) sufficiency. 
Let G E *<fj and define H : I; - X by 
H(E) = (weak-0)(G(E)), EE~. 
Let xi EX* satisfy xi;(H(E)) = llH(E) II and llxi II ·~ 1. Let T/E be an 
infinitesimal such that xE(G(E)) = xi(H(E)) - 7JE. Then 
Let {E1 , ···,En} c I; be a finite partition of n; then 
n 
~ llH(Ei)J!~:B(i!G(Ei)!I + T7EJ ~ !Gl(n) + 1; hence IHI< oo. 
1=1 1 
Fix x* Ex* and let {En}lt c I; be a countable partition of n. According 
to condition (ii), II G( v Ek) 11,..., 0 for every infinite n. Hence 
k~n 
x*H( v Ek) - 0 as n - oo. We conclude that G is strongly a-additive 
k~n 
(use the Orlics-Pettis theorem). 
Therefore, under assumptions (3. 3) (ii)-( iii), er; is relatively 
weakly compact in the Hausdorff topology r. By (3. 3) (iv), the closure 
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for every E E :6, x* Ex* of norm ~ 1, then, given E > 0 and Do E 
there is a finite set n1 , • • ·, nk bigger than Ila such that 
for every n. 
If conditions ( i), (iii) and (iv') are satisfied, then ~ is already 
relatively weakly compact. 
3. 4 Remarks. The last statement of (3. 3). allows one to get the 
promised improvement of (2.11) (cf. (2.12)--in fact (2.11) [(i), (iii) 
and (v')] will suffice to prove that~ in (2.11) is relatively weakly 
compact. 
Before we prove (3. 3), we give a ·.proof of the equivalences 
mentioned in (3. 3) (ii); the proof we give is a substantial simplification 
of proof given in [2]. 
3.5 Proposition. Let fl~ aBM(L:,X) be bounded with {!G l/GEW} 
uniformly a -additive. Then there exists a positive :"ii Ea BM(L: ,.rt.) such 
that I GI (E) s µ(E). 
Proof. Let R ={(G,v)/GEW, VEaBM(L:,.?l), v positive, 
I G !(E) < v(E) VE E :6, Iv• I< k} where k = s, I~ I . Then R is con-
current on <?f: let Gu···, Gn E 'W and let 'tr ~ (E
1
IGiI2-i)2-1 • Hence 
by saturation of our non-standard model, we can find v in *a BM(L:,Jt) 
satisfying: I *GI (E) < v(E) (GE CW, EE *L:), Iv I< k and v ~ O. Define 
µ: :6 -.fl by: µ(E) = 0v(E) (EE :6). 
We only have to verify that µ is a -additive. Let (En) < ~ be a 
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of P ={Fs :?jl -Jl /Gs(G) = f sdG for some SE SLO()(~,X*), 1lsll
00 
~ 1} 
(let ?j denote the closure of ?Jin r ) in the product topology is compact 
in the product topology and consists of continuous functions (notice that 
K7 is bounded by s~ l GI+ 1; hence P is a bounded family of functions). 
As before we see that the closure of P in the product topology 
consists of the functions G -
0 
ffdG where f E *SLO()(~,X*) has norm 
bounded by 1 (recall that SLO()(~,X) denotes the simple functions in 
LO()(~,X). Hence convergence in T implies convergence of 0ffd( ·) for 
every f E *SL(~, X), II f II~ 1, and that in turn implies convergence in the 
weak topology of aBM(~,X). Hence if a net in fl has a r -convergent 
subnet, then it has a weakly convergent subnet. 
Before we continue with the proof of (3. 3), we first establish 
some notation and a simple result. 
3. 6 Notation. Let E, FE~; denote by GE, (respectively HF) the 
measure A -G(AnE) (respectively A - H(AnF))where G,HEaBM(~,X). 
Then GE,HF are in aBM(~,X) and IGEl=IGl(E) and 
I GE +HF l =I GE I+ !HF I when E and Fare disjoint. 
Proof of necessity of conditions (3. 3) ((.i)-(iv), (iv')]. 
As 7jl is relatively weakly compact, it is weakly bounded and 
therefore strongly bounded. The map G - G(E) is a bounded linear 
map; hence weak compactness is preserved by it. 
Say {I GI/GE 'W} is not uniformly strongly additive; then there is 
a sequence (Gn) < CW such that I Gn I (En) > E • We are now in a position 
to apply the so-called Rosenthal's Lemma (this lemma says the 
following: if Y:: is a field of subsets of n, (µn) is a uniformly bounded 
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sequence of finitely additive scalar measures on SZ:: then, if (En) is a 
disjoint sequence of .:P and E > O, there is a subsequence (En.) of (En) 
J 
such that I µ n. I ( v . En ) < E, for all finite subsets D.. c N and all 
J k~J k 
kED. 
j = 1, 2, ..• ; if .y:;' is a a -field, then the subsequence may be chosen 
such that I µn I ( v En ) < E for all j = 1, 2, • • ·). 
j k~j k 
By this lemma we may assume that I G I ( v ._Ek) < E/2. Let 
n k~n 
a = sup I GI and let (f3n) E £ 1 (£ 1 =: space of all real integrable functions 
on ?Z with the discrete measure). Then 
co . 
= L I f3 n I I G n E I - I -~- /3n G n v E I by ( 3. 6) 
' n n=l 'k~n k 
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Hence <fl contains a copy of the canonical basis of .Q1 , a fact that 
precludes the possibility that Cf} is relatively weakly compact. (We 
remark that the line of reasoning involving the use of Rosenthal's 
lemma is a generalization of the proof of ( (2] theorem 4, p. 104). 
As before we see that the weak and r-closures of <1J coincide and 
that the weak and T topologies agree on the weak closure of <?J. Hence 
the functions G t- ~[ fdG, f E *SL00(~,X*), f bounded by 1, are all 
T-continuous and hence that the closure of~ in the produCt topology 
is compact and consists of continuous maps; the Grothendieck-Bartle 




In this chapter we show that the techniques developed in the 
previous chapter can be extended to situations outside of the context of 
measure theory to characterize relative weak compactness. We con-
centrate our attention on the study of weak compactness in spaces of 
absolutely summing maps between Banach spaces. 
We begin by recalling some definitions and results from the theory 
of tensor products of named spaces. 
4.1 Definitions. Fix kE.;f + v { oo} such that .k ~ 1 and k' solves the 
equation x-1 + k-1 = 1. ·If (xi)I ~ X is a family of elements of X, then 
Nk(xi) is defined as follows: 
sup II x. II if k = oo 
I l 
n 
Mk(xi) is defined to be II x~~~ 
1 
N k(x* (xi)). If u = El xi@ y; is in X ® Y, 
then gk(u) =:inf Nk(x/~v1:k' (y i) where the infimum is taken over the 
representations ofu of the form :0xi®yi. We let dk(u) = inf1\,(xi)Nk(yi) 
where the infimum is once again taken over representatives of u. 
If /.(x, Y) denotes the Banach space of all bounded linear 
operators from X to Y, then T E~(X, Y) is said to be k-absolutely 
summable if we can find a constant A > 0 such that for each finite 
sequence (xi) in X, Nk(Txi) ~ AMk(xi); sk(x, Y) denotes the space of 
all k-absolutely summable operators. We define a norm, 1Tk, on 
sk(x, Y) as follows: ;rk(T) =inf A= sup Nk(TXi). (Notice that 
Mk_(xi)~l 
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S~X, Y) = .;( (X, Y) and rr
00 
(T) = II T II • ) 
4. 2 Theorem. The dual of the normed space (X~Y, dk) is isometrically 
isomorphic to sk' (X, Y*). 
4. 3 Remark. All the materfal of ( 4.1), ( 4. 2) can be found in [141 where 
some extensions of the results of Grothendieck [15], (16] appear. 
4. 4 Proposition. TA - TE sk(x, Y*) in the weak topology of sk(x, Y*) 
if and only if 0(~T A (xi)(y i))- 0(~T(xi)(y i)) for every ~xi® y; in the unit 
* ball of (X ® Y, dk' ) • 
Proof. With the relevant material of the previous two chapters in mind, 
the reader should have no difficulty completing the proof of (4.4)--
however, for the sake of completeness, I will write down a proof. 
TX - T in the weak topology of sk(X, Y*) if and only if B(T ~) - B(T) 
for every B in the unit ball of the dual of sk(x, Y*); however, Bis in the 
dual of sk(x, Y*) if and only if there is a u E *(X ® Y, dk,) such that 
B(T) = T(u) = 0 T(u) for every TE sk(X, Y*) where T(u) = ~(Txi)(yi) if 
~xi® y i is a representation of u; furthermore we know that 
0 II u II d = II B II < 1. 
k' 
So, all we have to check is that TI-
0(~(Txi)(yi)) defines a bounded 
linear functional in the dual of sk(X, Y*) when ~xi® y; is in the unit ball 
of *(X®Y, dk). However, that is immediate from the definition of the 
natural isometry Sk(X, Y*) - (X®Y, dk' )* 
4. 5 Theorem. Kc sk(X, Y*) is relatively weakly compact if and only 
if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) K is bounded: 
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(ii) {Tx/T EK} is relatively weakly compact for every x EX; 
(iii) if F0 is a denumerable set of members of the unit ball of (X®Y,dk) 
and if T 1 , • • • , T n. • . is a sequence in K such that (T n (x)(y)) is Cauchy 
for every (x, y) E XxY, then, given E > O, l1o E?6 , we can find n1 , • • ·, nk, 
all bigger than l1o such that 
. min (Tn.(u) - lim · Tn(u) I< E for every UE F0 
1=1 ••• k 1 n-oo 
' ' 
Proof. Let TE *K and define a linear map L : X -Y* by 
L(x) = (weak-0)(T x). Choose y** in the unit ball of y** such that 
II Lx II = y**(Lx); then 
II Lx II = y**L(x) "' y**T(x) < II Tx II+ 1 and 
011Lxillk = ~11yr*(Lxi))k = I)(yi*Txi)k + T/ 
( T/ is infinitesimal) 
The set g:: =: {Lr-- LL(xi)(yi)/L xi ©yi E unit ball of (X ® Y, dk' )} 
consists of continuous maps in the topology T induced by the family 
{Lt- L(x)(y)/(x,y) in XxY} of bounded linear functionals on sk(x, Y*). 
As before, the closure of :r' in the product topology of ~is the set 
'2::' =: { L - 0 L L(x.)(y. )/ L x. © y. E unit ball *(X ® Y, dk' )} . Condition (iii) 
~ 1 1 1 l 
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then ensures that Y consists of continuous functions and hence, 
according to (4. 2), we conclude that (4. 5) ((i)-(iii)) are sufficient to 
ensure that K is relatively weakly compact. 
We leave the rest of the proof in the capable hands of the 
interested reader. 
4. 6 Remarks. 
(1) The reader naturally realizes that there is an expanded version 
of (4. 5), i.e., conditions corresponding to the conditions of the 
Grothendieck-Bartle theorem can be added. 
(2) Restricted versions of some of the results of Chapters 2 and 3 
can be derived from ( 4. 5) by using the following devices and results: 
(i) if Q is a compact Hausdorff space and T: C(n) -Xis a bounded 
linear operator, then there exists a weak* -countably additive measure 
G on the Borel sets of Q with values in X** such that x*T(f) = .{fd(x*G) 
for each f E C(Q) and each x* Ex*; 
(ii) a bounded linear operator T: C(Q) - X is absolutely summable if and 
only if its representing measure G (as described in (4. 6) (i)) is of 
bounded variation (in which case G maps into X) and 1T 1 (T) = I G I (Q). 
We refer the reader to [2] for more information about (i) and (ii). 
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f(*)-continuous; it follows that, under this assumption on X*, (2. ll)(v) 
is superfluous. 
Proof. Define a measure G ::E -X* as follows: G(E)(x) = 0J (xxE,s)dµ. 
Then IG(E)(x)J<llsll«>µ(E)llxll < µ(E)llxll, which shows that G is of 
bounded variation and µ-continuous (and a -additive). Hence by the 
Radon-Nikodym theorem, a a gE L1 (:E,X*) such that G(E) = ~gdµ. 
It is now fairly straightforward to show that 
0 J(f, s)dµ = f (f, g) dµ_ 'VFE Li{:E,X); by approximating g with simple 
functions and following the reasoning of the proof of (1. 9), it follows 
that ft- 0 J(f, s) dµ is f (*)-continuous. 
2.14 Example. Let X have the Radon-Nikodym property and let 
(xn) < X be a bounded sequence; then (~: n) ~r n is the nth 
Rademacher function) is a sequence in L1 (:E, X), where :E is the 
Lebesque measurable subsets of [O, 1], that satisfies (2.11) (i)-(iv). 
It is easy to verify that x* f xn r n (t) dt --+ 0 VEE :E, x* EX*; hence to 
E 
check for weak compactness, we only have to study the action of 
certain finite linear combinations of elements of X* on (sn). 
We can use the previous example to characterize dual spaces 
with the Radon-Nikodym property. 
Recall that a o-tree in X is a bounded set { x.b1 ~ •• :0k/k~1} where 
:E i E { 0, 1} and 
II x 1 - x II ~ ri :0 .. ·:E :E .• ·:0 0 
l k l k 
({L;, · · ·, :0k} may be empty). 
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A tree of sequences :61 ••• :6k (:6i E {O, 1} is associated with the class of 




\/ \I \I \I 
000 001 010 011 
\.I \ / 
00 01 
'/ o"---
\/ \I \I \I 
100 101 110 111 
'\ I \ / 
10 11 
'/ ----1 
We order each level linearly from left to right. 
An r(o)-*tree is a sequence (xn) in the unit ball of X together with 
a set {x~ .,... /k ~ 1}, (:6
1
• E {o, 1}), in the unit ball of x* such that for 
Ll-1 0 •• L.Jk 
k ~ n, 
I '0 x*ooo o "" ~ (xn) - 0 xo*o 01 ~ ~ (x ) + 0 ··· - ··· I~ f> • 2k-i ""' . . . u .•• uk • . . L.J ••• ~k n 
£../ ---..,.__ n+1 :6 , ,,, n+1 ~ • n n 
with the sign of 0 alternating as we go from left to right along the nth 
:6 
level. 
Theorem. x* lacks the Radon-Nikodym property if and only if one of 
the following equivalent conditions holds in x*: 
(i) x* contains a 5-tree; 
(ii) x* contains an r(o)-*tree 
(iii) there is a sequence (xn) in X, with II xn II~ 1 (n = 1, 2· · ·), such that 
(xnr n) is not relatively weakly compact in L1 (:6, X) where :6 is the 
a-algebra of Lebesque measurable subset of f O, 1] and µ in Lebesque 
measure. 
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Proof. That (i) is necessary and sufficient is a result of Stegall (cf. (2J). 
We already know that (iii) is sufficient to ensure that x* lacks the 
Radon-Nikodym property. 
Let (x~ '<;' ) be a o-tree in x*, and let x: denote the vertex of 
Lil ••• L.Jk "f"' 
this o-tree indexed by the empty sequence. We may assume, without 
loss of generality, that (~ '<;' ) lies in a closed ball that does not 
i.; 1 ••• L.Jk 
contain the origin. Choose x:* such that ll x0** II~ 1 and X:* (x¢) = 1; 
according to Helly's principle, we can find X 0 EX, with llx0 l1< 1 + e:·0 
(e: 0 > 0 is some fixed real number), such that x¢ (x0 ) = 1. By 
re-indexing the tree, we can arrange matters so that 
{(x;
1 
... bkO - x;
1 
... L;k 1)/L;i e: {0,1}, i=l, · ·k} generates a convex 'set 
that does not contain the origin (none of these differences in the original 
tree is O; hence, by multiplying an appropriate subset of them with -1, 
we get a configuration of differences with convex hull staying away from 
** . . ** ** * * 0). Choose x1 m the unit ball of X such that x1 (Xo - x1 ) > o and 
use Helly's principle to select x1 in X with llx1 II< 1 + L; 1 such that 
x:* (Xo* - xi) = (X: - x°i)(x1). Continue this process to find (xn) in X with 
llxn II< 1 + bn such that min {(x~ ... L; 0 - x~ •.. b 1)(xn) > o}. L; •• • 7. i n-1 i n-1 l' '--n-1 
th t f k > * · 2-n -- ( '); x* )2-k We see a or n, x"" ... "" u ""1 ""'n L; b1···L;k ' 
n+1 ··· L;k 
' ' 
and it follows that by multiplying the (xn) by a propriate constants, we 
* get an r(o)- tree. 
If we have an r(o)-*tree, then, by taking the nth partition 7Tn in 
the fifth condition of our characterization of weak compactness to be 
the partition of (0, 1] in 2n intervals of length 2-n, we see that xnrn is 
not relatively weakly compact. 
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Remarks. If there are sequences (xn) and (~) respectively in the unit 
balls of X and x* such that 
* { lifn>m 
x (n ) = 
n m -1 if n.::::; m 
then we can easily construct an r(o)-*tree in x*. A well-known · 
characterization of non-reflexive spaces by R. C. James ( (18]) takes 
the form of(*) with the exception that 0 replaces -1 in(*). It follows 
that dual spaces lacking the Radon-Nikodym property behave very much 
like non-reflexive spaces. 
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In this part of the thesis we study various aspects of model theory 
for normed spaces - in fact, much of the material discussed in this part 
is directly related to the discipline of categorical logic (cf. [20] ). 
We divide the introduction into three parts: the first part should 
serve as material of motivation; the second part contains some of the 
more pertinent necessary background material; in the third part we 
give a summary of the main body. of results of chapter 1 for the readers 
who lack the desire to wade through the material of chapter 1. 
0.1. The problem that originally served as motivation for the study 
undertaken in chapter 1, was the one of finding for each normed space, 
structures, sufficiently closely related to the given normed space, and 
with desirable properties, so that the study of these structures will 
throw some light on the behavior of the associated normed space. In 
what follows we will discuss this problem and show how, in pursuit of 
its solution, we were led to consider other (seemingly unrelated) 
problems. 
O. i .1. To elucidate the meaning of the first sentence of 0.1, let ts give 
a partial solution to the problem mentioned in it. Take a normed space 
X and let *M be an appropriately saturated non-standard model of a 
,fragment of set-theory such that X is contained in *M. Then inside *M 
we can find *-finite dimensional normed spaces tbat contain *x. It is 
well known that these *-finite dimensional spaces can be viewed as 
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structures of the nature described in 0.1. Other examples of such 
.... 
structures related to X are the various non-standard hulls, Xm, of X, 
corresponding to the different non-standard models *M of set-theory; 
it is known that these hulls have, for example, the following "desirable" 
properties: super properties (super-reflexivity, super-Radon-Nikodym 
property, ... ) and the corresponding properties (reflexicity, Radon-
Nikodym property, ... ) coincide in hulls; small classical spaces like 
c0 and f.. (p ~ 1) tend to "live" in hulls (cf. [ 4], [5], [6]), a fact that p 
allows one to conclude, among other things, that stable X contain 
copies of£ and/or c 0 (Cf. [6]). p 
However, these structures (the ultraproducts and *-finite 
dimensional spaces) have, like most devices, limited use. The ultra-
product functor does not arise as solution to a universality problem 
(in the sense of category theory) (i.e., in some sense X has too many 
ultraproducts). Furthermore it is known that a nontrivial axiom of 
set theory must be invoked to ensure a nontrivial supply of ultrafilters; 
that means in particular that not much is known about the nature of 
ultra products. A substantial amount of information is lost in many 
instances where ultrafilters are employed: for instance, specific 
information about the behavior of Ramsey numbers cannot be obtained 
by proving Ramsey theorems using ultrafilters (cf. (24]); it is also 
well known that the proof, using isoperimetric inequalities, in ([7]) of 
Krivine 's generalization of Dvoretzky's theorem, yields qualitative 
information that cannot be obtained by Krivine's methods (cf. (2] ). 
This last theme then leads to the study of sheaflike models: the methods 
of homological algebra can be used, in certain instances, to "measure" 
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the amount of information that is lost when we go from "local" to 
"global" situations. 
0.1. 2. Problem 2: find useful sheaf representations of normed spaces. 
The category of sheaves on a site is in a natural way a model for 
higher intuitionistic set theory (a listing of the axioms for higher order 
intuitionistic set theory, in the appropriate language, can be found in 
the article by Osius in [25]; a site is a "generalized" topological space 
and a sheaf on a site is the corresponding "general" version of a sheaf 
on a topological space (cf. [20], [8]; examples of categories of sheaves 
on sites include the following: the Boolean valued models of set theory, 
all categories of sheaves of sets on topological spaces, the etale topos 
and the crystalline topos). This fact was for the first time fully 
realized by Lawvere and Tierney (they were profoundly influenced by 
the work of the Grothendieck school ( [8], [9]) and Scott and Solovay) 
and explains to some extent the success of the method of sheaf represen-
tation in various disciplines of mathematics. The category of sets is 
"the" final topos (as these categories of sheaves on sites are called) in 
in the sense that given any topos <f, then there exists a pair of functions 
r: C ~ Set, a: Set~ cf such that a is left adjoint to r and a is left 
exact, and this pair is uniquely determined by these properties (such a 
pair of functions cp* ..__ ¢* (¢* left adjoint to ~) and ¢* left exact is 
called a geometric morphism of toposes with domain the domain of ¢* 
and range the range of ¢*) (if!} is the category of sheaves on a 
topological space, then r is the global sections functor and a is the 
associated sheaf functor). 
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.When we talk of representing a category a as sheaves on sites 
we have the following in mind: associate with each A Ea a topos spec(A) 
and a sheaf A on "the" site of spec(A) in a functorial way such that 
r(A) and A are closely related (hopefully isomorphic in tl.). When 
such a sheaf representation exists, then we study {A/A Ea} as "sets" 
in the spec(A) and hope that homological algebra will give us an 
indication to what extent the functor r preserve properties that A has 
in spec(A). This approach turned out to be enormously successful in 
algebraic geometry (it eventually led to proof of the truth of the "Weil 
conjectures") - largely because of the following fact: it is often possible 
to choose the pair (spec(A), A) in such a fashion that A has stronger 
properties, as object of the category a internal to spec(A) and 
corresponding to a, than A as object of a internal to Set (e.g., if fl, 
is the category of rings and spec is the etale functor, then A is, as ring 
in spec(A), a strictly local ring). 
Sheaf representation theory for normed spaces (in the sense as 
described above) is more or less nonexistent - if we restrict our 
attention to the category of Banach algebras, then the situation is 
totally different. There is at least one very natural association of 
toposes and normed spaces that jumps to mind: every normed space 
can be represented as subsheaf of the sheaf of continuous functions on 
the extreme points of the unit ball of the dual space with the weak-
*topology (an interesting fact that we should point out in this context is 
that the sheaf of continuous functions on a topological space, acts like 
the "set" of Dedekind real numbers inside the associated topos; some 
interesting results about the continuous functions can therefore be 
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obtained by doing elementary analysis on them inside the associated 
topos (cf. (10], [11], [12], [13], [14]). This representation has some 
defects: C(X), the topos associated to X in this representation, is not 
coherent (i.e., the corresponding topological space does not, in 
general, . possess a subbase of open sets that are quasi-compact (i.e., 
every open cover of it has a finite subcover) and the intersection of two 
basic sets is quasi compact (cf. (8], Volume II, p. 207); coherent 
toposes are of fundamental importance in algebraic geometry (and in 
general topos theory) for various reasons: e.g., horn-functors on 
coherent toposes commute with filtered colimits; furthermore we know 
that C(X) does not localize well: if we restrict the sheaves to open 
subsets of the site of C (X), th en we don't in general get C (Y) for some 
normed Y; the topology of C(X) does not uniquely determine X. 
0.1. 3. Problem 3: find normed spectra. 
Consider the following problem: given a category a and a sub-
category B, does the inclusion functor B~· a have a left adjoint? 
(I.e.' is there a functor F: a -13 and for every A Ea a niap A .- FA, 
natural in A, such that FA is the "best possible approximation" to A in 
/j in the sense that given BE l3 and A - B, there is a unique map 
FA - B such that A- FA - B =A - B?). It is well known that this 
problem does not always have a positive solution: let, for example, 
a be the category of commutative rings, denoted by LAnn, and let 
be the category of local commutative rings, LocAnn. However, as was 
noticed by Hakim (cf. [9] ), this type of problem does have a positive 
solution in a less restrictive content: let TopLAnn be the 2-category 
(a 2-category is a category a such that for each pair A, A Ea' 
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hom(A,A) is a category, together with a functor µA,A,A:hom(A,A) 
x horn (A, A) ---+ hom(A, A), "composition", for each triple (A, A, A), 
satisfying certain identity preserving and associativity conditions; the 
category of all categories is the archetypical example of a 2-category) 
having as objects pairs (e, E) such that e is a topos and EE e is a 
commutative ring inside t', while horn ((tt, E), (.:P, F)) is the following 
category: the objects are the pairs ( </>, y) : ( ~' E) ---+ (:F, F) such that 
</>: ~---+ t is a geometric map and y: ¢* E---+ F is a map of :T', the maps 
are the natural transformation µ: </>*---+ p* such that _r o µE = y; and let 
TopAdLocAnn be TopLocAnn (which is defined in the obvious manner) 
with some restriction of they 's (cf. 0. 2 for a proper definition); then 
the inclusion map TopAdLocAnn ~ TopLAnn has a left 2-adjoint. This 
left 2-adjoint to TopAdLocAnn ---+ TopLAnn assigns to every (Set, R) the 
Zariski spectrum of R; by considering problems of this kind, the etale 
and crystalline spectra can be found similarly (cf. [14]). 
The (LAnn, LocAnn) situation can be generalized as follows: the 
members of LAnn are the set valued models of a so-called lim-theory 
in the language of rings (the formation of lim-formulas involves only 
A and a! ("there exists a unique") among the connectives and quanti-
fiers) whereas the members of LocAnn are the set-valued models for a 
proper extension of the above-mentioned lim-theory (we need the formula 
:!! x(xy = 1) Vaz [ (1 - y) z = l]) -this extension is still coherent (Vx, '1 do 
not appear in formulas and A appears only finitely often); if we then 
properlydefine the notions of topos valued model of a coherent theory 
and admissible map, then we get a result for (models of lim theory, 
models of proper coherent extension of lim-theory) which is similar to 
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the result for (LAnn, LocAnn) - in fact, the (LAnn, LocAnn) situation is 
a special case of the (lim, coherent) situation (cf. (14]). 
An alternative way in which to generalize the problem of finding 
a left adjoint to j3c.-.. a, is to ask for the existence of a so-called 
multi-adjoint (cf. (26]); finding multi-adjoints is closely related to 
finding 2-adjoints in the context as described above. 
If one can then find a language for the category of real normed 
spaces that properly fits in the framework described above, then one 
can use some of the procedures described above to generate spectra 
for normed spaces that will have, as sheaves in appropriate toposes, 
stronger properties (w. r. t. a coherent theory) than the set-valued 
normed spaces to which they are associated. Coherent formulas in 
this language will then refer to "local" properties of normed spaces and 
the study of these formulas will fit in with the philosophy of Linden-
strauss and Pelczynski that "local" properties determine the geometric 
properties of normed spaces. There are languages around for the study 
of normed spaces: Henson uses one in his study of nonstandard hulls; 
this language satisfies the requirements to qualify as "language" in the 
sense of modern model theory (cf. [1]; Krivine defined the notion of 
real-valued language and shows that a theory can be defined in it that 
has the ability to, e.g., characterize L -spaces (cf. [2], [3] . None of 
p 
these languages is suitable for the kind of work that we want to do with it. 
O. 2.1. Lim-theories. L will denote a multisorted formal language 
(i.e., if R is an n-ary relation symbol and f is an n-ary function symbol 
then to each of the n places of R(, , · · ·,) (resp. f(, , · · ·,)) there 
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corresponds a unique sort; for each sort that occurs, we have a 
sequence of distinct variables of that sort; variables in terms can only 
occur in places with matching sorts; to each f(, , ... , ) is assigned a 
sort). Formulas are formed in the usual way - sort compatibility 
should be kept in mind. Lim-formulas are those formulas that can be 
inductively built from the atomic formulas, and the formula "t" (true) 
by only using A and :3: ! x ("there exists a unique x") a Um-theory T in 
L has only lim-formulas in its axioms; Um-theorems and the corre-
sponding list of logical rules are given in the expected fashion (cf. [21] 
for more information); theorems are denoted as follows: cp I- tf; where 
cp is a sequence (finite) of formulae, . tf; is a formula. 
O. 2. 2. If C is a category with finite limits, then a realization of L in C 
is: for every sort fan object of C; if i = (i1 , ···,in), then 
M{i) = M(i1)x· · · xM(in); for every relational symbol R(, , ) with corre-
sponding sorts (iv ... , in), a subobject M(R)~ M(i1 , ••• , in) i for every 
function symbol with corresponding sorts ((i1 , ••• , in), j) a morphism 
M(i) -M(j). 
We define the interpretation of a term inductively as follows: 
let t be a term with variables in x; the interpretation M(t,X): M(i) -M(j) 
where T are the sorts of x is: the canonical projection M(i) - M(j) if t 
is the variable y, of sort j, in x; the composite 
M(f) M(u, X) M(k) M(f) ;> M(j) if t is f(U) with (k, j) the sorts belonging 
to f. 
The interpretation M(cp,X) (if it exists) of cp w. r.t. x, where the 
free variables of cp occur in x, is a subobject of M(i) where i are the 
sorts of x; we define M(cp,X) inductively as follows: 
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If cf> is R(t), with j the sorts of R, then M(cp,X) is the pullback 
M(cp,X) ~ M(R) 
1 -;;\ l 
M(i) M(t,x,> M( j) 
M(t .;X) is the identity M(i) -M(T); M(c/>Aif;,X) ~ M(cp,X)AM(if;,X) (the 
intersection of subobjects); M( a! y cp(y); X) - M(i) is the composite 
M( cf>; u, y) - M(i, j) - M( i), where the last map is the canonical 
projection provided that this last composition is mono. 
A model of T is a realization M in which the axioms of Tare 
valid (cf>~ if; is valid in M if M(c/>) is a subobject of M(if;)). 
Mod (T, C) denotes the category of C-valued models of T. 
0. 2. 3. Lim(T) is the category with objects the couples ( <P, f) where is 
a finite sequence of sorts that appear in cp(X) (the free variables of </> 
appear in X); the morphisms from (cf>, i) to (if;, J) are equivalence 
classes of formulas e(x,Y) such that e(x,Y), o(x,y') t- y = y', 
cp(U) I--\ a yo (x, Y), e (x, Y) t- if;(Y), under the relation e 1-----\ e'. 
(Lim(T)) 0 P is equivalent to the finitely presentable objects of the 
category of set-valued models of T. 
O. 2. 4. Let a be a category of the form Lex(/3°P, Set) (the category 
of Set-valued, left exact contravariant functors on S) (notice that the 
category of Set valued models of T is equivalent to Lex (lim(T), Set)). 
Let V be a set of morphisms of$. A map f: A - Bin a is 
V-admissible if for every commutative diagram 
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with Ci. E V, ! k : Q - A such that k °'a = g and f o k = h (cf. (21] for a 
discussion of admissible maps). 
If V is as above, and A E a, then VA denotes the full subcategory 
of A/a generated by the objects A - Al obtained from push out 
diagrams P ~ Q with P --+ Q in V. 
+ + 
A-7Al 
Theorem. ((21]) f: A-+ B in a has an initial factorization f =hog with 
h admissible and g extremal (i.e., g is a filtered colimit of members 
of V). 
Theorem. Let T be a lim-theory, A a set of couples (cp(X), 1f;(x, Y)) of 
conjunctions of atomic formulas, T' a coherent extension of T in L 
given by axioms cp(X) t- V ~ y i 1fi/x, yi) with all cp(X), 1f;(:X, yi) in A. 
I -
Then every f: A - B where AE Mod(T, Set), BE Mod(T', Set) has an 
initial factorization A ~ C ~ B with C a model of T' and h admissible. 
A triple (T, A, T') as in the previous theorem will be called a 
localization triple. f :A - B, A-extremal with Ba model of T', is 
called a localization of A. 
O. 2. 5. TopModT is the 2-category of topos-valued models of T defined 
as in 0.1. 3.. TopAdModT' is the 2-category of T' -modelled toposes 
with morphisms (¢, f) where f is admissible (cf. [21] where it is shown 
how to define the notion of admissibility in toposes). 
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Theorem. Let (T, A, T') be a localization triple. The forgetful 
. T' ,A 
2-functor TopAdModT' ---4 TopModT has a 2-left adjoint SpecT . 
O. 3. In 1. 2 we introduce a multisorted language L (L has an infinite 
"sequence" of sorts) for normed spaces; we form a lim-theory T in 
this language in such a way that one can think of a set-valued model of 
T as being the set {Br/r Ei£. +, Br = the set of vectors of norm bounded 
by r}for some normed space, together with maps + :BqxB - B 
p,q p_ p+q 
r P: BP - B Ir! P, - P: q: BP x Bq -B o+q which are just the usual vector 
space operations reduced to the balls Br and their cartesian products. 
In 1. 3 we show that the Set-valued models of T can in fact be 
canonically identified with the normed vector spaces. In 1. 4 coherent 
extensions, T LI and T L2' of T are defined; we show that the Set-valued 
models of TLI (resp. T L2) are precisely the pre-LI-spaces (resp. 
pre-Hilbert spaces) (cf. 1.5); the proof of the fact that TL1 charac-
terizes pre-L
1 
-spaces uses some of Krivine 's ideas ( [2]). 
The fact that Nor1(/e), the category of normed real spaces and 
contractive linear maps, is equivalent to the category of Set-valued 
models of a lim-theory implies that it is complete, cocomplete and 
locally finitely presentable; we exhibit explicit constructions for limits 
and colimits (colimits in Nor1(}l) differ from the colimits in Ban1(/e), 
the full subcategory of Nor1(/£) generated by the Banach spaces and 
studied in (19] ). We also give a direct proof that the finitely presented 
objects of Nor1(/t) are precisely quotients of the form fI(n)/N where N 
is a subspace of .eI(n) -the corresponding result for universal algebras 
is apparently well known but the proof does not appear to be readily 
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available in the literature (cf. the remarks in [20] p. 292). 
In (1. 8) we present an equivalence between the category of 
finitely presented normed spaces and a certain category of formulas of 
L (this category is closely related to lim(T) of (0. 2. 3). 
In 1.11 we identify the TL2-extremal and admissible maps: the 
extremal maps with codomains contained in pre-Hilbert spaces are 
precisely the maps onto pre-Hilbert spaces, while the admissible maps 
are the into isometries. We use these identifications to associate a 
topological space with each XE Nor1 (/e), such that this topological 
space is the site of SpecL 2 (X) (denote this topological space with Ix I). 
It turns out that IX I is coherent, a spectral space in the sense of 
Hochster ( [22)) and irreducible (in fact, Ix I is sober and there is a 
ring Rx' such that Ix I is the Zariski spectrum of Rx· 
In (1.12) we show that Ix I has trivial cohomology (which is not 
totally surprising as the abelian structure of X is not significant in 
Nor1()i)). In 1.14 we show that !xi localizes well (cf. discussion in 
(0.1.2)) and in (1.15) we show that the spectrum functor is faithful on 
Nor1(~). 
The work of Chapter I shows that spect(2) is well behaved in many 
respects. It still remains to get a better understanding of the cohomo-
... 
logical behavior of these spectra - the fact that a study of Cech 
cohomology will often suffice in this context (1.12), will be quite useful. 
A basic unresolved problem is the following: what are the 
topological obstructions to the preservation of the validity of coherent 
formulas by r? Preliminary investigations indicate that the theory of 
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homotopical algebra (Quillen [27]) may shed some light on this problem. 
It is clear that (1.15) indicates that it may be fruitful to study the 
category of spatial toposes with Hilbert space structure sheaf (it will 
suffice to restrict attention to irreducible spectral spaces and the 
sheaves on them) as generalization of the category Nor1 (/t1): the study 
of Nor1(/£) becomes the study of toposes on spectral, irreducible 
topological spaces together with the study of Hilbert spaces and 
isometries between them in these models of Set theory; a very impor-
tant point in this context is the following fact: the meta~theorem of 
Barr ( (23]) says roughly the following: if a coherent stateme.nt is true 
for set-valued models, then it is true for topos valued models; this 
meta-theorem, together with the fact that coherent theories for normed 




1.1. Notation. In what follows, K will denote either the field of 
rationals or the field of reals. 
1. 2. Definitions. Let L be the first order language with the following 
nonlogical entities: 
Sorts: A sequence (Bq)qe:K+ indexed by the non-negative elements of K. 
Function symbols:+ :B xBq:--B +q foreverypair(p,q)e:K+xK+; 
p,q p p 
i q:B - Bq for every pair 0 ~ p ~ q in K; q.:B - B lql for p, p p p p 
(q,p)e:KXK+;- :B XBq-B +q' (p,q)e:K+x K+. . p,q p p 
Constants: one constant symbol O. 
Let TL be the following L-theory: 
i q(x) = i q(Y) I- x = y p, p, t I- i q(i r(x)) = ir q(x) p, p, ' 
tr- i +q r+s (x+ y) = i r(x) + iq s(y); tJ- q. i r(x) = i I 11 I (q. x) P , p, q p, r, s , r p, p q , q r p 
t 1- q. i
0 
(O) = i 0 q(o) p 'p 'p tt- q. (x + y) = q. (x) +I I I I q. (y) p+r p, r P P q 'r q r 
tl-((q+r).x)- (q.x+ r.x) =i I I I I I I (0) 
P lq+rlp,plqj+plrl P plql,plrl P O, q+r p+( q + r P 
t t-- i 0 0 (x) = o 
' 
t t- x - x = i 0 (o) . p,p ,p 
t I- (x + y) - z = i (x - z) + i (y) = i (x) + i (y-z) 
p,q p+q,r p+r,p+r p,r p+r,q q,q p,p q+r,q+r 
tt--x+ O=x 
p,O 
; t I- (x + y) + z = x + (y + z) 
p,q p+q,r p,q+r q,r 
t 1- i (x) - i (y) = i (x - y) 
p' p+q q, p+q p+q, p+q 
;tl-x+ y =y+ x 
p,q q,p 
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We will often omit subscripts when no confusion should arise. 
1. 3. Proposition. The category of Set-valued models of T is equivalent 
to the category of normed K-modules (the category of K-modules, 
Nor1 (K), is the category of pairs (M, II· II where M is a K-module and 
II· II c M x K satisfies the following axioms: (x, q) E II · II only if 
q ~ O; if (x, q) E II· II and (y, r) E II· II, then (x + y, q + r) E II· II, if 
.(x, r) E ll · IL then (x, I a Ir) E II· II for a EK, x = 0 if and only if 
(x, r) E II· II V r EK+. Notice that if K = /i, then Nor1 (K) is equivalent 
to the category of normed spaces and contractive linear maps). 
Proof. Define a functor from the category of set valued models, 
ModSet (TL), of TL to Nor1 (K) by taking the. filtered colimit of (Bp, ip, q) 
and inducing the appropriate relations and operations using those of the 
set valued model [(Bq), (i q) (+ q), (- q), (q.)]. 
p, p, p, p 
1. 4. Definitions. TL' is the L-theory that we get from TL by adding 
the following axioms: for all µ .e, j, k E K+, µ .e, j, k ~ 0 (£, j, k = 1, 2, • · ·,m); 
a£, j, k E K+, a .e, j, k ~ 0 ( £, j, k = 1, 2, · · · , n) ; T £, j E K+ (.Q = 1, · · · , m; 
j = 1, · · ·, n) and for every n terms ti(,81 , ••• , {3n) of the language of 
K-vector lattices such that 
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A (i ( )( )) (z . = µ . (x + x. + x )) t-
£ ' j' k q £' j ' k' µ .e' j ' k p .e +p j +pk .e' J' k £' J ' k .e J k 
v a · · · a (u 1 . ) .e . a ( w .e . k) .e . k ( r fl • ) fl • ' ( s fl • k) ,., . k y i y i ' J ' J ' J' 'J' 
x.,J x.,J x.,), x.,J, 
€ Da (qf, j, k) 
x ( ( A (i (z ) = 
£, j, k q.f, j, k 1 (µ £, j, k)(p .e f.1 j, k 
has type P_e, and the other variables have the (unique) types that will 
make the axioms well-formed axioms: D (q .. k) is the subset of 
a i, J, 
4 
{( ~ -1 ( ~ -1 ~ ( -1)}m.n ,_..1 q £ . k) a , !..../ q £ . k) 2a , · • · , u q £ . k 1 + a 
£,j,k ,), £,j,k ,], £,j,k ,), 
consisting of those m. n4 -uples summing to 0 (1 +a - 1 ) 
q.f,j,k 
m 
and r = ( 0 p£) (1 + ("B µ 1 . k) (min(T £ .)). 
£ =1 f' j ' k ' ) ' £' j ' J 
T L2 is the theory that we get from TL by adding the following 
axioms: A2(x,y,n,r,s,u,v) =:(x+ y=ir +q(u))A(x-y=i (v)) 
p,q ,p s,p+q 
t- V n :3:x:.3:y(x+y =ir,p+q(u)A(x-y =i(v))A(ik,p(X) =x) 




where rE[O,p+q], SE[O,p+q] and B~,s = {(k,£)EK2/k2 ,£2E{ r ;ns , ··· 
(2n)-1k(r2 +s2),···, 2-1(r2 +s2)(l+n-1)}, k2 +£2 =r2 + s2 (l+n-1)2-1} 
(i£,p+q(v) = x - y) where (r,s)E [O,pl x [O,q]. 
1. 5. Proposition. If K =Jr,, then the category of set-valued models of 
T L1 (respectively TL 2) is equivalent to the category of normed spaces 
having their completions isometrically isomorphic to L1 -spaces 
(respectively L2 -spaces). 
Proof. The assertion for T L2 is clearly true; the proof of the remaining 
assertion is more involved, and we give a brief outline of it (the proof 
involves the notion of a "real-valued" language and certain results 
related to it; to make the proof self-contained will take us too far afield 
and we therefore refer the reader to [2] for the relevant information). 
In [2], we find the following theorem: "soient E un espace de 
Banach et deux reels n ~ 1, p > 1. Pour qu 'il existe un espace 
LP(n, ,µ)et deux applications lineaires cp: E - LP(n,u,µ), 
iJ;: LP (n, u, µ) - E telles que II cp II~ M, ll 1/J II~ 1, iJ; • cp etant l 'identite 
sur E, il faut et il suffit que E satisfasse les formules 
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rnl Pijk' oijk' T ij sont des reels ~ 0 que la formule 
(ii) Vx1 ••• \fx [ '0 P··klx-+x.-xklP~:0 a .. kjt.(xv···,X) 
n l!Si,j,k!Sn lJ 1 1 l!Si,j,k!Sn lJ 1 n 
soit vraie dans Ii, pour certaines termes ti(x1 , • • ·, xm) (1 !S i !S n) du 
langage ~' de la theorie des espaces vectoriels reticules (c'est-a-dire 
formes avec les symboles O, i\., +,A)". We then notice, as is done in 
(2] that the previous theorem actually characterizes pre-IP-spaces 
(the reader should convince himself at this stage that T L1 and T L2 are 
"finite approximations" to the corresponding real-valued theories of 
Krivine). 
The device that we employ to deduce (1. 5) from the theorem of 
Krivine's, is the ultraproduct: an appropriately chosen ultraproduct 
allows one to "glue together" the axioms of (1. 4) to get equivalent 
axioms in a real valued language; using this fact together with the fact 
that Krivine 's theorem remains true if we replace "E" in its statement 
A 
by "E", an ultra power of E, "ca ... que E satisfasse les formules ... " 
we find that (1. 5) is true (use the general version of theoreme V. 3 (2) 
and the fact that an ultraproduct of normed spaces is a universal 
extension of the normed spaces that constitute this ultraproduct to 
prove this more general version of Krivine 's theorem along the lines of 
the proof of the original theorem). 
1. 6. We collect together some elementary facts about the behavior of 
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Nor1(~ (we will, when appropriate, identify Nor1(/i) with the category 
of real normed spaces and contractive linear maps). 
Nor1(/l) is complete and cocomplete (it is well known and well 
documented (cf. (19]) that Ban1 (!l), the full subcategory of Nor1 (1i) 
consisting of the real Banach spaces is complete and cocomplete). 
The limits of Nor1 (fl) are defined as in Ban1 (tl); {O} is the zero object; 
coequalizers are defined as in Bani(-1~) whereas coproducts are defined 
as follows: EB (Xi, II· II i) =:(EB Xi' 11 • llEB) where EB Xi is the vector 
space coproduct of (Xi) and II L; akxk I! EB = EI ak I I! xk II. 
Nor1(/t) is locally finitely presentable (i.e., Nor1(}i) is cocom-
plete and there is a family of objects (Xj) J in Nor 1(,,£) such that hom(Xj'-) 
commutes with all filtered colimits V j E J and a map L: X -+ Y in 
Nor1(/t,) is an isomorphism if and only if hom(Xj, L) is an isomorphism 
in Set) because Nor1(Jt) is equivalent to the category of Set-valued 
models for a lim-theory (cf. (21]). 
We show now that the finitely presented normed spaces are 
precisely the quotients of finite-dimensional L1 -spaces (notice that not 
every finite dimensional normed space is such a quotient). 
The fact that finitely presented spaces are quotients of the form 
described above, is proved as follows: we first show that if X is finitely 
presented and if X is the filtered colimit of finite dimensional spaces 
(X ) such that the canonical maps X __, X are monomorphisms, then a a 
X ~XO:' for some a; then we use the fact that there is such a diagram 
(X ) for X with every X a quotient of the form described above. a a 
Say X is finitely presented and X = limX with X -> X mono. __, a a 
Let Y be the push out of X __, X; then (Y ) is an inductive diagram 
a +a a 
x 
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and Y = lim Y = lim(X ...U.X X) = X l.JLimX X = XJJ.X = X; we have the 
- a - a a X 
following diagram 
1 
(Y ) induces a diagram (hom(X,X ) - hom(X, Y)) A and the image of a a aE 
g is hom(X, Y), (3 cg , is the same as the image of g in hom(X, Y ), a a. a a a 
f3 g ; hence as hom(X, Y) = hom(X, limX ) = lim hom(X, Y...) and from 
a a - a -+ /\. 
the canonical construction of the colimit of a dutgram of sets, it follows 
that there is a a ~ a such that g- = g-, i.e.' x is the equalizer of a a 
g'\, g~ ; but it is easy to verify that X- is the equalizer of g- and g- ; /\. /\. a a a 
hence X = X(i (this proof was inspired by a proof of Grothendieck ( (8), 
Volume II, p. 196). 
If X is finitely generated, then X is the colimit of the forgetful 
functor Nor, (R)/x -+Nor,(~) restricted to the full subcategory of 
Nor, (/i..)/X having as objects the maps Y - X with Ya quotient of a 
finite dimensional L1 -space. 
1. 7. We have the following result which throws more light on the 
relationship between the finite dimensional normed spaces and the 
theory TL. 
Theorem. (Cf. (20], p. 292). If Lis a language without relation 
symbols and T 0 is any equational theory, i.e. , the axioms of T 0 are 
coherent sequents of the form t-- t = t' where t, t' are terms of L, 
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then C0 , the dual of the category of finitely presented set-valued 
models of T0 (i.e., those set-valued models X such that hom(X, -) 
preserves filtered colimits) is equivalent to the following category: 
C(T0 ) has as objects the finite sets of atomic formulas of L; the 
morphisms of C(T0 ) are defined as follows: a morphism 
cI>(x1 , • • ·, xn) ~ lJ;(Y 1 , • • ·, y m) is an equivalence class of m-tuples of 
terms (tv ... , tm) with free variables among x1 , • • ·, xn such that 
T 0 I- </> ~ l/J (t1 /y 1 , • • ·, tn /y n) under the equivalence relation 
(tu···, tn) ,..., (sv • • ·, sn) if and only if T0 f-- ti= si (i = 1, • · ·, n). 
1. 8. We give a convenient full, faithful functor F: fin Nor1 (.~) ~ 
(C(TL))0~, that will be useful later on. (finNor1(/t) is the category 
of finitely presented and normed spaces.) 
If {t1 = t 1 , • • ·, tn = tn} is a finite set of terms of L and this set of 
terms has k distinct variables, then:F'( { t 1 = t 1 , • • ·, tn = tn}) = 
EB Ii /Nt t where EB fl is the k-fold direct sum of Ii as normed 
k i' • • ·' n · k 
space with its usual norm and Nt t is the subspace of EB Ii 
l' • • • ' n k 
generated by the vectors rcri where ri (respectively ri) is defined as 
follows: take ti (respectively ti), if xj occurs freej.g_ti (resp. ti), then 
replace x. with the jth natural basis vector of EBlf multiplied with the 
J k 
subscript of the sort of xj; the result of replacing all of the free 
variables of ti in this way is ri (respectively r). 
If <r>t t (x1 , • • ·, xn) = { t 1 = tv · · ·, t = t} with free variables 
l' ••• ' p _p -
x1 ,···,xn and w~,···,k (y1 ,···,Yn) = {~ =~,···,!q =!q} with free 
variables y1 , • • ·, Yn' and [(_h, ••• ,..!.n)]: cI> ~ 1./1 is a morphism, then 
~ ( (_h, ••. ,_.!.n]) is defined as follows: :6 a i ~i E EB~ (-7 (:6 a i ti (e1 , • • • , en)] 
m 
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where g-i (resp. Ii) is .Qi multiplied by the subscript of the sort of y i 
(resp. xi) and [ • · ·] denotes the equivalence class of . • • • This map 
factors through :li/Nt/J. 
1.9. Notation. The 2-left adjoint to the forgetful functor AdmTopModTLi 
- TopModT L (respectively AdrnTopModT L2 - TopModT L) is denoted 
by Spec(l) (resp. Spec(2)). We write Spec(l)(X) (resp. Spec(2)(X)) for 
Spec(l) (Set, X) (resp. Spec(2) (Set, X)). 
1.10. We are now going to focus our attention of Spec(2): TL 2 has 
certain special properties that makes the study of Spec(2) and its 
related (relevant) entities significantly easier than the corresponding 
study in the case of TL i. 
We have the following result that will make the nature of Spec(2) 
clearer. 
Proposition. The L2 -extremal maps with codomains contained in pre-
Hilbert spaces are precisely the maps which map onto pre-Hilbert 
space. The L2 -admissible maps are precisely the isometries (not 
necessarily onto). 
Proof. A couple irt AL2' (<P(X), 1.f;(x, Y), satisfies ¢(X, Y), 1J;(x, YJ t- y = y 
if and only if the map that corresponds to it in Nor1(/'t) is epi. It 
follows that VA' where A E Nor1(/l), consists of epimorphisms and 
hence that every extremal map is epi. However, Nor1 (/t.) is epi-mono 
factorizable (i.e., every map (L:X-+ Y factors uniquely through X\~Y z 
such that X-+ Z is epi and Z-+ Y is mono) hence every epi is extremal: 
L 1 
if L:X-+ Y is epi, then X -Y-Y is an initial factorization through an 
admissible map, hence L is extremal (we actually need the second part 
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of the proposition to proposition to justify the claims of the last part of 
the previous sentence). 
To complete the proof, we need the following result (cf. [21]): 
f: A -B between models of T is V-admissible if and only if for every 
( ¢(X), lJ;(x, Y)) in A, every a in A satisfying <f>(a), and every b in B such 
that lJ;(f(a), b) holds, there exists a unique c in A satisfying lJ;(a, C) such 
that f(C) = b. When this result is applied to L2 , we see that if T is 
admissible, then if Tx has norm less than r, then x has norm less than 
r; hence l!Txll =llx!J Vx and Tis an isometry. Conversely it is clear 
that every isometry is admissible. 
From the fact that Vx is made up out of epimorphisms we see 
that spec(2)(X) is actually a spatial topos (i.e., there is a topological 
space such that spec(2)(X) is equivalent to the category of sheaves on 
this space) (cf. (21] thm. 4. 4.1) and for a given normed space X, one 
can explicitly describe the underlying topological space Ix I of spec(2)(X) 
as follows: the points of IX I are the isomorphism classes of maps 
X ~ Y where T is epi and Y is a pre-Hilbert space (X ~ Y are 
T'~Y' 
isomorphic if and only if there is an isometry Y' - Y such that 
X --4 ¥ is commutative); for every X ~ X in V X, let D .e be the set 
T'~Y' 
of all points of IX I such that there is a factorization of the represen-
tatives of the points through X Lx.e; the D.e constitute a basis for the 
open set of Ix I. 
We collect together a number of properties of IX I (cf. [21]). 
jx I is a spectral space in the sense of Hochster ([22]) (it will not be 
without interest to find a characterization, along the lines of the work 
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of Hochster, of the topological spaces M such that M = Ix I for some X 
in Nor1(;£)), i.e., there is a ring R such that lxl is the Zariski 
spectrum of R. In particular we know that lxJ is sober (i.e., given 
any closed irreducible set, then there is a unique point in this set such 
that the closure of the point is the whole set. As the closure of 
irreducible sets are irreducible and a points are irreducible, every 
closure of a point is irreducible; it follows that IX I is irreducible with 
generic point the isomorphism class of X -+ O; in fact, every basic 
open set contains [X -+ O] as X -+ 0 factorizes through every X -4 X .e_. 
1.11. Proposition. The cohomology of Ix I is trivial in all abelian 
sheaves that are filtered colimits of locally constant sheaves. 
Proof. Constant sheaves on irreducible spaces are flasque (i.e., if 
U ~ V are open subsets of Ix I, and F is constant, then the restriction 
map F(V) -+ F(U) is epi) because open subsets of an irreducible space 
are dense in the space. We know that every pair of open sets of Ix I 
intersect nontrivially; hence every locally constant abelian sheaf is 
actually constant. As Ix I is coherent, cohomology commutes with 
filtered colimits (cf. [81). 
1.12. Proposition. If Xis a pre-hilbert space, then lxl has trivial 
cohomology in all abelian sJrnaves. 
Proof. If (U ) is an open cover of Ix I consisting of basic sets, then a 
IX I = U for some a: the equivalence class of the identity map X ~ X a 
must belong to U for some a; if U is the set of equivalence classes a a 
of maps factoring through X ~X f' then 1 factors through .e. and conse-
quently .e. is an isometry; it follows that U = IX j • 
Ci 
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The desired result about the cohomology of Ix I follows because 
r is exact: if f: F - G is epi in Sh( Ix I), then, given a global section of 
G, there is an open covering of IX I and for each member of this 
covering there is a section in the restriction of F to this member that 
gets mapped onto the restriction of the given global section by f; but as 
we have seen before, the only covers of Ix I are the trivial ones. 
1.13. Example. If X = Je, then Ix I can be described as follows: Ix l 
is the interval (0, 1] <Ii, with basic open sets the closed subintervals 
of (0, 1] with 0 as one endpoint. We see that the open sets of lie I are 
precisely the intervals with one endpoint at the origin. 
l.14. A natural question that arises in the following: if U is an open 
set of Ix I, is there an YE Nor1 (X) such that Spec(2)(X)/U is equivalent 
to Spec(2)(Y). We show in the following result that the answer to this 
question is positive if we restrict our attention to basic open sets U. 
Proposition. Let (T, A, T') be a localization triple and let A E Mo~( Set) 
m 
be such that all the members A - Am of VA are epimorphic maps. 
Then, for every A ~ A£ E VA' spec (Set, A£) is equivalent to 
spec(Set, A)/£. 
(r' g) 
Proof. All we need to show is that any map(Set, A£) ) Ct, E) of 
TopModT factors uniquely (up to 2-isomorphism) through (Set, A£ (r' h)> 
Spec(Set,A)/£ where h:A£ __. r(Ax.Q __.£)is the map npA(£) :Ap_ -
ia(PA)(£) =A(£) = r(f*(A)) (where 77: 1 - ia is the unit of adjunction 
at- i, a is the associated sheaf functor and~ denotes the spectrum of 
A) and such that the appropriate maps are admissible. 
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We will get the factorization result by showing that 
(Set, A) (l, .Q)> (Set,A.Q) (r,g) > (t', E) factors in the appropriate manner 
through Spec(Set, A) -+ Spec(Set, A)/ .Q. 
The map (Set, A) (r' g.Q) (g>, F) factor into (Set, A) (r' 'T1 A\ 
Spec( Set, A) (cp, f) > with f admissible (cf. [21] thm. 4. 1. 4). The 
assumption that the A -+ Am are epi implies that all the objects of 
V°;f are open in Sh(V_1IJ), and therefore, to show that <P: E , -+ Sh(V~P) 
factors through Sh(V~P)/f, it is enough to check that cp*G -+ (cp*G)1, the 
transpose of cp*Gx .Q 14 cp*G, is an isomorphism (cf. [23] 3. 54, 3. 47, 
3. 52). 
cp* is induced by cp: V£-+ t defined as follows 
<j}(m)(u) = { {k: Am-+ F(~/k om = r o g e .Q} if l(u) is 
nonempty 
the empty set otherwise 
Then cp*(G)(m) =horn( cp(m), G) (cf. (20] 1. 3. 4) and the map cp*(G) -+ 
cp*(G) 1 is given by Pm :hom('¢(m),G)-+ hom(cp(.Qxm),G);pm(a) = 
a Q ¢{.ex m 1L+ m). f,x m is given by the pushout 
in A and cp(7T : fX m -+ m) is the map k H k 0 s (in the Uth coordinate). 
-







is commutative and therefore _ a k : A£ x m --+ F(U) such that ks = k (by 
the universal property of pushouts); this shows that ¢(7r) is epi. Hence 
<P (1T) is an isomorphism and therefore Pm is invertible for all m. 
According to the work in the previous paragraph we have 
,..,., *"' f :A--+ </J*F = .f.*lj;*F admissible, hence by adjunction :3: µ: £ A--+ lj;*F 
where <P = £ is the factorization of <P found earlier. 








(S~t, A_e) (t1, E) 
~ (r,h) / (1f!, ) 
(Spec(Set, A))/ .e 
We want to check that the rectangle on the left commutes. It is 
clear that the underlying diagram of geometric maps is commutative 
because Set is the "final" topos. What remains to be shown is that 
A PA(l) rA r(PA) I'1T £*'A and A 7JPA> rX A(A) ~(£) 
£ 
are, with the ranges appropriately identified, the same (A(A) is the 
,...., 
restriction map and the map A(A)_7] PA is the "same" as 






( *,...., horn 1,'lT .Q .£ A) 
i (adj unction) 
* *,...., 
---- hom(£1, .£ A) 
(adjunction) 
commutes - but (1, .Q) is epi, and so we have the result. 
To finish the proof, we show that µ is admissible. We know that 
the co-unit of adju:iction, "E": t* .Q* - 1 is an isomorphism (because - * * ,...., *"' .Q (f) .£ - 1 is mono) (cf. [23] 4. 4, 4.12); hence µ: .Q A - tf;*F = .Q A > 
.Q*(!*tf;*F) ~ tf;*F is admissible, as isomorphisms are admissible 
and the inverse images of admissible maps are admissible (cf. [21] 
3.6.3). 
1. 15. Proposition. Let X be a normed space, and let pX be the 
presheaf induced on p(V~0 by X. Then pX is a separated presheaf 
and therefore the spectrum 2-functor restricted to set valued normed 
spaces is faithful. 
Proof. The topology Tx on the site V~ can be given as follows: push 
generating families of the axiom topology out along maps with X as 
codomain: 
is a covering 
family in the 
axiom topology 
The maps X - Xa then induce maps S~ in Vx which are epi; 
X~Xa 
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in V~ we therefore have monos f ~ that cover the final object; 
x-x a 
push the basic cocoverings in Vx of the initial object out along the 
unique maps emanating from the initial object to the other objects of 
Vx; go to vf.[ with these pushed out maps and let them generate a 
Grothendieck topology rx· 
To check that pX is separated w. r. t. rx, we only need to make 
sure that it is separated w. r. t. the basic topology that induces r X. 
Let A be a finitely generated normed space. We want to show that the 
pre sheaf homNor
1 
(A, pX(-)) is separated; let ( ~~ \ be a basic 
x~Xa)a 
la x 
cocover of + 1 
x 
E hom(A,PX(X -- Xa)) = hom(A,Xa) be a 





commutes and therefore bis uniquely determined as 
p_ is mono (look at the definition of P. and realize that it is a vector 
a a 
space isomorphism). It is clear that the same argument will work for 
general elements of Vx· 
1.16. We know that every spatial topos has enough points, i.e., there 
is a family of geometric maps ¢: set -- ff, where G is a given spatial 
topos such that f: A -- B int is an isomorphism i.f and only if ¢ *(f) is 
an isomorphism in Set for every ¢; Deligne 's theorem ( [20], [8], [23]) 
also implies that every locally coherent topos (topos (for the general 
definition of a locally coherent topos cf. [8]) has enough points. It 
follows that Spec(l)(X) and Spec(2)(X) have enough points; seeing that 
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Deligne's theorem does not give an explicit construction of points for a 
locally coherent topos, we state and prove the following result. 
Theorem. Let (T, A , T' ) be a localization triple and suppose that for 
every A EMod(Set, T) there is a family gi:A-+ Bi of morphisms of 
models with Bi E Mod( Set, T') such that the (gi) form a monomorphic 
family. Then Spec~'' A(A) has enough points for every A E Mod(Set, T). 
Proof. Let A ~ B be a morphism of models with A E Mod( Set, T), 
BE Mod( Set, T'). According to (0. 2. 5) :3: a couple (<Pg, fg) where 
<Pg: Set -+ Spec(A), is a geometric map and ~:¢*(A) -+ B is admissible 
such that (rf)_ A = g (cf. (21](4.1. 4)) - in fact, the following explicit 
description of ( ¢, f) can be found: ¢ is induced by Ci) : vc:;: -+ Set; 
A ! A£ l- {h: A£-+ B/g factors through h} and f is induced by the 
inclusion ¢'(.£) c_ hom(A p_, B). 
Let a : F -+ G be a map in Spec(A) and suppose that the images of 
a in ( ¢g) * are all mono. Say {3, y: H-+ F are coequalized by a; then 
(¢g)*(f3) = (¢g)*(y) for every gas described in the statement of the 
theorem. Pick p_: A -+A£ in va; and x E H(.Q). We know that 
(¢g)*(K)(M) = l_!p K(m) V k, g, m· Let [x] denote the equivalence 
M- ¢g(m) 
E (D/C/)g)op 
* * class of x in ( ¢g )(H)(m); then [,B p_ x] = f y p_ x] in ¢g (F)(M) and therefore 





F(p)y .Q x = K(p) 131 x and 
g 
The claim is now that 0 /A~ ) , 
A.Q An p p 
is commutative. 
where p varies with varying g, 
A 
consitutes a monomorphic family: say the p's coequalize / ' ~'w 
c ~ A.Q 
s 
then the hp coequalize and therefore the h coequalize; now, the h can 
be chosen to constitute a monomorphic family; hence r = s. Hence we 
know that ~ A ) 
A,/ P ':A 
.Q n p 
is cocovering and that y 
1 
x and f3 .Q x and 
a is mono. 
A similar proof shows that a is epi; hence a is an isomorphism 
and the proof is complete. (The proof for the corresponding result for 
the etale topos in [8] is quite similar to the proof given above). 
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